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Newmarket fire 
,. . , , \ 
guts T O\\]O Hall 
By Jon Cas~le a;si'sran.ce.· H·e said that ~pon I 
Much of the Newmarket arriving he knew without ques-
Town Hall was destroyed by a - tion that he would need their 
fire of unknown origin on help. , . 
Saturday· evening. The· interior • "They helped a lot. They gave 
of the 100-year-old structure us water where we . couldn't 
which also hou>Sed the New- reach. There .was· no way we 
market Police Dep~rtment was could get ground ladder:s · up 
heavily damaged. There were there.'' · · 
no major injuries. · The fjre started in .. the back '· 
Firefighrnrs worked steadily of the building where ·there' was 
during arid after the blaze saving a small gymnasium and a stage. 
many records and files. Captain: .-_ The fir.e departm,erits concen-
. Charlie Clark,who was in charge traced ort'prevep.ting the fire 
of fighti'ng the fire, said that . from spreading to the foont 
almost everything was salvage- where ·the town offices were 
able. -located. This tactic he)ped to 
l', 
Bulk Rate,t:J S Post?.oe Parr. 
Durham I\J H Perm,t 113(; 
"We were surprised at th_e save ~ost everything impor-
amount ( of files) that came out rant, Clark said. 
Durham Fire Department ladder crew assisted at the Newmarket fire. (Jon-Castle photo) 
intact." , · - An official press .release said 
The first engine arrived short- t})at help came from Newfields, 
ly after 7:30 pm. to the building, Stratham, Lee and Durham. A 
where a fire alarm box was total of ·ninit trucks arrived on 
activated. Clark immediately the scene, i~cluding a specialized 
called for assistance from four · ' vehide that provides p_ressur-
neighboring towns, !nclu,ding ized ak Clark said that becaus~ 
Demonstrators cleared 
Durham. _, the smoke was so heavy, the 
Durham Fire Department . extra air.was well needed. 
Captain Hul:?ert Mat~eny said Three or fopr firefig,ht~rs 
that an engine and their' ladder were treated for smoke jnha.., 
truck we.nt 'to the blaze. The lation/ One fire.man suffered an 
ladder was used as · a "water injury to ,his shoulder. He was 
• · tower" by supporting two hoses ,treated at Exeter Hospital and 
which pumped 700 to 1000 released. · 
gallons o_f water per minute onto tlark considered the entire 
the fire. . 'force as, "lucky" that there 
Clark said that the ~laze weren't more injuries. He said · 
would have been much more 
damagi'ng without Durham'.s 
By Thomas Aciukewicz 
Seven out of eleven UNH 
students tried on trespassing 
violations were found not guilty . 
by William H. Sha~~en- in 
Durham Dis_trkt Court · on F.ri- -
. :day, Ch.arges we.re drbpped,-in · 
· three of the cases,. while one 
. students opted to have. her trial 
placed on file without a finding. 
Found innocent were:Nancy 
K. Burnell, Eileen B. Butman, 
Marc V. Hause, Richard A. 
Kohn, Kristina Markey, Carol 
A. Renselaer, and Beth Watson. 
Charges were dropped in the 
· cases of Amyia D. Beteau, Don-
na J :·Heaney, -;tnd Abigail M. · 
Lourie, while Rebecca E. Riecks 
is on file for one year at which 
time the violation will be 
di:opped ih10-additi~nal charges 
' are brought against her. 
The charges stemmed from 
a spring semester sir-jn dem-
onstration inside -and around 
Huddleston Hall, During this 
rim~ a varying number of stu-
dents, including the eleven 
accused, occupied ,the office and 
corridor space ~of De-an for 
Student Affairs, Gregg Sanborn. 
The sit-in took place between 
· 5:30 p.m. on Friday, May 15 
. until M_onday morning, May 18 
· to collectively voice a pro.test _ 
against "the University's de-
famaton of an alleged victim of 
gang-rape." 
At approxim,ately 9:00_ a.m. 
on Monday, the protesters were 
instructed that they would be 
arrested if they did not leave, 
according to testimony. After 
a fifteen minute interval and 
another warning, during which 
time the majority o.f demqnstra- ' 
tors left the building, the re- · 
· maining· eleven students were 
informed that they were under 
arrest. , 
In ,a comment -directly after 
Smoke billowed from the burn_ing building aµd burned the the trial, Renselaer, pleased 
e es and throats of b stander · 1 · · with the decision, said, "We 
.-"""'--■-iii----------------=1·n---s-'-·':',.lwd"'-:'-e""· .a;;. ~iii,;;;11,l~"'---_---... knew we were innocent from _ 
the start, for we were simply 
President Gordon Haaland has approved ne exceicising our right to protest, 
covered under the First Amend-
to be- there" due to the fact that the students to remain," and · 
a· mutual · agreemtQJ; .. ,.h:ad been Sanborn replied that "there was 
mad~ between Sanborn_ and ~he . no statement, (for) he did this 
group of ,stude!1ts whO' occupied · through Public -Safety.'' 
t~~ . dean s off Ke. Students tes- .· In a reply he made' yesterday, 
ttf1ed that they 4ad und~r_stood · Dean Sanborn said that he did 
this agreement to mean th.at- no·t understand the verdict . 
they could stay in t
0
he ~uild_ing Although he respected the de- · 
until 8:00· a.m. after which time cision he believed that "their 
: they would renegotiate wit_h (the o~cupants) not understand-
Sanborn. . . . ing· the agreement that they 
The p~osec~tmg attourney, . would have to leave the pre-
Tho~as Dunntrtgtonfrom Dov- mises at 8:00 a.m. :was like my 
~r, me~ to pr~ve that th~ ele':'en not -understanding the protest. 
knowm?,ly v1o~ated a d1rectton I thought I had made that clear." 
to leave. He f~rst called Dean He added he thought it was good 
Sanborn to testtfy about events that the demonstrators did not 
that led up to the arrest on May end up with criminal records. 
18. . In cross-examination by de-
Sanborn, who· was in tele- .fense lawyer Craig Evans, San-
. phone contact with the group born testified that he was m:ade 
for much of that weekend, aware of abuse toward the. 
described the agreement as he Huddleston occupants and other 
understood it. He said that he demonstrators who set up tents 
made no further contact with outside of ,the hall. .These carrie 
the protesting group after the in the form of harassing com-
deadline. He also testified that mehts arid actions from people. 
he did not believe the mutual passing by, particularly frater- ! 
agreement gave the protestors nity members. De.an Sanborn ; 
permission to occupy the build- stated that patrol officers in the 
ing after 8:00 a.m. because it area were increased because of 
would disrupt the office's nor- . safety concerns. For this reason 
mal business hours. he felt tha-t the pr.otestors' 
The judge asked Sanborn if complaints about threats of 
there was any "forthright violence against them, despite 
statement that no more nego-
tiations would be made to allow TRIAL, page 13 --
uidelines ·whi.ch restrict the times and plaee ment to the Constitution.~· 
f tailgating. See s_to_ry on pa __ ge __ · 3. Justi~e Shaheen r_uled t?at the SQme sit-in protestors W~•re found not gui~ty of trespassing. 
------~--------..... --..,;.,;..;,;_.....,,;_,,_,.......,;;...,;; _ _.group · had .a,.sp~~ial _ _pnveleg~ . .(Elizabeth B. Cote photo) ~ 
• ;I 'f ! }> ( _f _I , f ~ ~} , ,, ~! f N ,/. ,•' [ .~~ 1t .), . I 
Protest calls for end to violence towards f etnales 
By •Cindy M.athieson memory of a face blotting out 
On ,Saturday night, · one the sun," wrote one woman. 
hundred women and a few men "Fat slob . from NJ. who 
lit candles in the wind in Vete- locked the doors but I got away 
ran's Park in Manchester_as part after. And a scumbag from 
of a anti.,.violence protest ~alled Chicago who liked dark, vacant 
"Take Back the Night." Under · lots but I said no to his pals," 
a big yellow tent Patricia Barr . ariother woman wrote. 
shattered the silence. So~e women walked to the 
Barr said, "We are marching microphone to relate their 
to Bridge Street tonight because experiences, while others talked 
of a taboo against saying some- privately to their friends. With 
thing. Whete the silence is ~till the applause and support of 
--...the strongest is in saying who people who had been through 
did it,". · the same thing, many women 
. "Take Back. the Night" was broke the silence in their lives 
· org.anized by several New Saturday night. 
Hampshire women's support A lot of people said that my 
groups. Jeanne Kerr, from the father had an excuse because he 
Manchester YWCA, stood up was sick. He had cancer. He had 
to say that by organizing, worn- an operation that left~ scar from 
en become powerful. "An act his chest to his pelvic region. 
o( violence _against one woman, "I was just a little girl," said 
is an act of violence against all Jane Smith, "He asked me to 
women," Kerr said. , kiss him andfondle him." When 
"We are here to protest the I was eighteen I came home 
violence against women. We from college to visit. I slept on 
denounce the guilty and empow- the living room floor. In the 
er the survivor." said Kerr. middle of the night he came in 
People-sized bulletin boards and lay flat on top of me and 
waited for the testimony. One l screamed. I told him I didn't 
by ohe women walked up to the want him to touch me that way 
white boards and wrote names again 'e_ver, said Smith. 
of men who had raped or sex- I wasn't a little girl sajdJenny 
ually a~saulted them.• Clay. · I was twenty-one. It was 
Names were listed including . my mother's b0yfriend. 
husbands, fraternirf brothers, My mother and I were talking 
. students, stepfathers, and oth- about it while .he was there. I 
ers. couldn't believe what he said. 
"I don't have a name just a ''.He said, well you invited me," 
said Cfa,y. . 
My. name is Jennifer. "I was 
molested when I was eight years 
old." I just \tianted to tell you 
that if it had ever happened to 
you, it's not your fault. 
My name is Beth Watson: "I 
light this candle for myself and 
all my sisters at UNH that have 
been victimized." 
People came out of restau-
rants and cars slowed to hear 
loud songs and see women 
carrying signs. Blue lights from 
the police . cruiser moved slowly 
in front of the marchers. 
"Asian, Hispanic, black or 
white, same terror every night," 
the group shouted. 
Women of all styles and ages 
joineq iri the song. In a black 
leather jacket with a purple star· 
and the slogan, "revolutionary 
bitch," on it was Kristen Fike 
of UNH. Half of Kristen's head 
has blond hair and the other is 
shaved. When she was in high 
school she overheard someone 
say, "That r<:!volutionary bitch!" 
She thought to/herself, 'Yeah, · 
i that's what I am, a revolutionary 
bitch." 
Feminist Counselor Susan 
walked with her dog, Happy. 
Happy marched to symbolize . 
all the animals who have been 
mistreated . 
"What do we want? Safe 
Streets! When do we want 
them? Now!" sang the 
'NEWS IN. BRIEF 
NFL players walk 
marchers. them? Now!" The group sang 
What brought Miriam Luce as they headed back to the park. 
from Windham to Manchester? "Women united, will never be · 
"What brough_t r;n.e . here? defeated!" , 
Anger," said Luce: "I had a .Folksinger Kathy Fortune sat 
cousin who was horr~bly treat- under the yellow tent with a 
ed," she said. · well-intentioned drunk man 
Luce is over six feet tall: She named .Tom who had stumbled 
· smiles when she calls herself · onto the stage with a sign. 
·the eternal optomist. People · He sat at Fortune's feet with 
need to change, she said. "It's the placard wh~ich rea,d, "30,000 
gotta be peoples minds and NH women are Beaten a Year." 
hearts," said Luce. Before Fortune had a chance to 
"Women united will never sing, Tom ~aid, "I just wanted 
be defeated," shouted the crowd you to know !:hat I go for this 
as several pedestrians joined, > very very mu~h from the b~ttom 
them on the march. : op my heart. . 
Curious faces looked .out of Kathy Fortune sang about a 
B.MWs and Toyotas to see signs coa! miner's woman who 
carried by energentic marchers realized that to be free _ she ~ad 
in the drizzle. "As you read this to be able to pay her own bills. 
women are being raped and She s_ang of the para?oxes 
beaten " was written on one · expenenced by. women rn the 
sign. . ' · · . . work-wor~d. "We'd sure as h~ll 
Why did Av~en Kenny fro~ be eq~al if the roof caved-rn 
UNH spend her Saturday night today, sang_ F9rtune. . 
marching in the rain? "I just · Women listened and ht more 
feel like I need to do something," candles. The statue of a woman 
said Kenny. o!1 a tall cement pedestal ~o the 
I lived in Durham this nght of the stage looked down 
summer and several women on the crowd. 
were raped in the same neigh- W r!tten on a placard _at t_he 
borhood. I was questioned by statues feet was a placard whKh 
the police after every incident, stated, "In honor of the mrn C?f 
said Kenny. The police didn't Ma~che~ter who gav~ theu 
offer any sympathy. "T~ey were servICes m th~ war whteh pre-
just rude to us and pompous," served the un10n of th~ st~tes . 
said Kenny. , sec1;1red under the ~onst_itution. 
"What do we want? Safe This monument 1s built by a 
Sq:eets! · When do we want grateful city." 
· Dept. of Education: Nazi, 
Klan views not presented 
Sec.ret -talks to free hos-
tages in Lebanon? 
All foriegn hostages in Lebanon Could be released 
as a r~sult of ~ecret neg~tiations. now in progress, 
the weekly magazine· Ash-Shiraa reported s-unday. 
As of midnight Monday, professional football · 
h.;ts come to a standstill, as players and owners battle 
over a new collective bargaining agreement, an 
agreement that does not appear to be anywhere 
in sight. 
A member of a federal education review board 
~rificized a widely used curriculum on the Holocaust 
as unbafanced for not presenting Nazi points of 
view, it was reported this weekend. 
Ash-Shiraa, which broke the story of of secret 
U.S. arms sales, qouted an anonymous "highly 
informed source" as ·saying West German hostage 
Rudolf Cordes and Anglican Church· envoy Terry 
Waite would be freed by the ·end of the month, and 
I 
the remaining 22 hostages--including eight 
Americans--sometime later. 
/ . . ) 
LA teenagers .abducted, 
shot · 
A middle-aged couple abducted two teenage girls 
from a residential Los Angeles neighborhood and 
shot poth in the head .before leaving them for dead 
along a remote country road· in the San Fernando 
Valley early Sunday morning. · 
The girls, Wendy Masuhara, 14, and a 13-year-
old friend, were abducted just after midn,ight , 
Saturday as they were walkinKhome after an evening 
of television watching at a friend's house, police · 
Lt. Warren Knowles said. There .were no w_itnesses 
to the abduction. 
The 13-year-old, whose name was withheld· by 
police, _survived the shooting and managed to make 
he~ way to a nearby road where she was spotted . 
and taken .to a hospital by· a passing motorist at 
about 1:30 a.m. 
"It's a very, very brutal and senseless crime," 
Knowies said. 
· "We have to be willing to stay out. And the players 
understand that when you walk out, yo,u're walking 
out for the season. I don't want anyone to think 
that it's going to be a week, a day, two weeks or 
eight weeks. It's for the duration and they know 
that.", said executive director.of the NFL Players 
Association Gene Upshaw. ' 
The owners intend to continue the season after 
a one-week layoff, using walk-ons, fr;ee agents, and 
any players who choose to cross the picket line. 
Irish Terrorism_, Assas-
sinatio·n planned - - · 
Protestant assassins plan · to kill Irish Prime . 
Minister Charles Haughey and set off bombs .in 
Dublin in campaign against an agrnement to bring 
pea<;:eto British-ruled No~hern Ireland, British 
and Irish newspapers reported Sunday. 
The newspapers, citing -security sources, said 
the Ulster Defense Association, a Protestant 
paramilitary group fighting for continued Protestant 
dominance in Northern Irela-~d, plans to kill 
Haughey and Irish Foriegn Minister Brian Lenihan 
to mark the second anniversary of the ·of the Anglo-
Irish. agreement. Irish police confirmed -they were 
.investigating the plot, but would release no details. · 
UDA leader Andy Tyrie described the reports 
as "a load of rubbish." 
The study plan, used by some 30.,000 teachers 
instructing 450,000 students nationwide, was 
reviewed by an unidentified panel member as being 
without "balance or objectivity". Department of 
Education documeqts showed the reviewer also 
reported that ''The Nazi point of view, howeve_r 
unpopular, is still a point of view, and it is not 
presented, nor is that of the Ku Klux Klan." 
Assistant Depuw Se,::retaty of Education Ronald 
Preston told the New York Daily News "We were 
~mbarrassed" by the reviewer's comments. 
Experimental night-
paving or:i 1-93 working 
well 
Repaving work on Interstate 93 has been speeded 
up due to the work of experimental night crews 
which enable around the clock work to be done on 
New Hampshire's biggest highway. 
. With 20 working_ days allowed, project engineer 
Mel Johnson said that over half the work has already 
been completed after the first week. The <::ontract 
calls for a $5,000 fine or bonus for each day over 
or under the allotted 20. 
Smaller night-paving job~ have been done in 
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Haaland seeks student funds 
By Neal C. Hogan 
Sunday night University Pres- of an increase it could .be no decision." 
ident Gordon Haaland told the more that $15. If the administration were to 
Student Senate that when the A summer Quorum of the do this it would show that they 
administration weht to the -Senate met to hear the admin- feel that "the democratic process 
Senate for an increase in the istration's second request. The works until you don't get your 
Student Activities Fee to fund 13 member Quorum, empo- way, then · you have to just 
the Field House renovations, wered by the Senate by-laws to change the rules" said Clarke. 
''We blew it." speak for the entire student Dean Sanborn, sitting in on 
"We didn't lay the ground body, voted to not fund the' the meeting, said," I for one 
work. We did not, in fact inform Recreational Gyms "now .. nor would be against any sort of 
you with sufficient time of all in the future." " referendum that did not have 
the issues involved with that "We are going ahead with the the full support of this Senate 
project," Haaland said. He original project," Haaland said- body." 
reviewed the history of the Field ,"without the recreational gyms. Warner Jones instructed the 
House Project The builder has agreed to to Senators to "go back and tell 
After making several requests continue to work on: the rec your constituents what's going 
for funding from the legislature gyms if the get a decision on on. You should get their views· 
between 1979 and 1985 the funding within thirty .days." so that we can vote next week." 
administration was sucessful When asked about possible President Haaland said that 
in obtaining $3.8 million dollars alternatives Haaland said that "as of today, we have $3.8 
in January 1987. Designers had he had "no other funding". million. Sufficient to renovate 
projected that it was "possible, When Warner Jones asked the Field House, the Paul Sweet 
tho1,1gh not likely, that we could why students were not involved Oval, and what we call the core, 
build the entire project includ- from the start Haaland replied, in cement blo<;:k, not brick. Brick 
ingtherecgymsforthatamount- "We made a mistake." wili cost an additional $100,000. 
,"said Haaland. Follm~.ring Haaland's speech The recreational gyms will' cost 
In the Spring of 1987, the the Senators discussed the pro- an additional $.800,000." 
administrationaskedtheSenate ject. Student Body Vice- Th.isSundaytheSenatewill 
to approve a increase in the President, Sabra Clarke told the vote on a resolution tv incrase 
Student Activity Fee to help Senate,"! have heard that the the Student Activities fee by ten 
President Haaland tried again to get student funds for the with the bills. The Senate post- administra:tion is throwing out . 
dollars a year for fift(;en years 
Field House from the Senate oh Sunday nigh~. (M. Amunategui poned voting on the increase, the idea of having a referendum 
to fund the building of the 
'i~dicial process ; -~ --
to undergo review·. ~=-By Annebelle Freeman never attend the game. Home- tailgating area at the restricted 
By Neal C. Hogan dures; according to the preamble 
Due to the Judicial System's to the Interim Judicial Prece-
controversial and much public- dures notice of August 13, 1987, 
ized handling of the rape case is to "restore confidence in the 
last semester the UNH admin- judicial system." . 
istration has implemented In- · "Sexual assault cases is the 
terim Judicial Policy Procedures big change,'; according to Der-
and has set up a Judicial Task rick Hill."Those people that will 
force to prepare a review of the specifically hear sexual assault 
system. _ cases will be trained intensively 
The Interim Judicial Proce- by Maggie Morrison (of 
<lures consist ,of a reversal of SHARPP) and the Portsmouth 
roles of the hearing boards and area Rape Crisis people," Hill 
hearing officers. According to told the student senate on 
a statement sent out byJudicial Sunday. , 
Coordinators Derrick Hill and - The hearing officers "are only 
Sarah Keith, "All sexual assault faculty members, from within 
cases will be referred to the our community," said Dean 
Sexual Harrassment and Rape Sanborn to the senate. 
Prevention Program "Some people have as-
(SHARPP), and then heard by ked,'Why can't we have a panel 
a Hearing Officer. of hearing officers?' Under 
Furthermore, Hearing Offic- these Interim Procedures we're 
ers will be used for aH potential still, adhering to the Student 
evictions, student organization Rules as they currently exist. 
violations, charges presented The only two options we have 
by non-university personel and . are to use a Judicial Board or a 
hearings with pending criminal Hearing Officer, a single indi,. 
charges. Boards will be used for vidual," said Sanborn. 
minor infractions ... " 
The purpose of these proce- ASSAULT, page 8 
A · set of guidelines aimed at coming has become a beer hours of tailgating: 
controlling the Homecoming .. blast." They did not recommend 
tailgate parties .will be effective According to Sanborn, tail- tailgating in A-lot because _it 
Saturday. They were approved gating is the socializing that would be almost impossible to 
by UNH President Gordon takes place before, during and enforce. "Basically, the pres-
Haaland following a meeting after the· football game. People _ident made the decision without 
last Wednesday, a·ccording ~o congregate around their cars ','input from us , But . we ·will 
Dean of-Student Affairs]. Gregg barbequing, talking, and drink- implement it as best we can," 
Sanborn. ing. "But tailgating does not said Jones. 
Under the guidelines, no one have to include alcohol," said "Homecoming · is for the 
under the age of 21 will be Sanborn. _ alumni . . They come here to 
allowed in the restricted tail- In the past, everyone was socialize. The outlawing of 
gating areas of the upper and allowed in the tailgating areas. tailgating during the game is 
boulder fields and A-lot. Excep- The socializing was not restrict- going to deter them from corn-
tions will be made for families ed by specified hours and there ing to the event," said student 
at the discretion of Public Safety was no rigid checking of iden- senator for Huddleston Meg 
and the Director of Athletics tification,. according to Sanborn. Boros. · 
and Recreation, according to "In order to eliminate the Othe-r guideli_nes approved 
Sanborn. uncle-rage -drinking that has by Haaland include no alcohol 
The hours of tailgating will caused so many problems, they to be allowed in the stadium, 
be limited from ·10:30 a.m. to have to be sure everyone is 21 no more than two cases of beer: 
the kickoff of the football game inside the premises," said Pres- per vehicle, no kegs, and no; 
at 1 p.m. ident of the 'Student Body alcoholic beverages to be§ 
'Tailgating at the Homecom- Warner Jones. brought into the tailgating area5 
ing game has become a problem According to Jones, the guide- by people walking through§ _ 
because of the large number of lines f!aaland approved were access points. 5~ 
people getting out of control different from the recommen- "The guidelines are to make; 
and drinking excessie amounts dations the Stud<:!nt Senate the . message clear that thei 
of alcohol. There have been too submitted for reviewing. Their behavior of the past is no longer§ 
many exhibitions of drunken- . recommendations did not in- accepted and will not be toler-i 
,.~.:.~.~.~:: ... ~.~.!~ ... ?.!!.~!?.?.:.!!.~ .. :~.M.~.!!.Y ...... ~l~;.!m .. ~.~.2.~r.t.gl.~~~.~!!.~.t~ .... ~!.1;2:~.~~!~.§:.UP.!?.~!!.~ ....................... ! 
Two charged with drug-use 
By Mary Tamer 
Two University of New 
Hampshire students are sche-
duled to be processed through 
theJudicial Board System on 
"incidents involving drugs," 
reported Major Roger Beaudoin 
of Public Safety on Friday. 
Both incidents occured late 
in the spring semester of 1987. 
When asked for more specif-
ics on the cases, Major Beaudoin 
stated that they were closed to 
the public by protections issued 
under the Buckley Amendment, 
a statute prote{'.ting the edbca-: 
tional records of students under 
prosec~tion. 
Associate Dean of Students 
William Kidder also witheld 
direct comments pertaining the 
cases under the Buckley Amend-
ment, stating that it is a matter 
of "confidentiality." 
"At this point, we can either 
confirm or deny the incidences," 
he added. "The only person who 
can release specific information 
is the person being accused." 
One of the students facing 
charges was contacted but de-, 
dined comment until either the 
case was over or liis counsel was 
reached. He did say that the 
University was trying to asso-
. ciate these drug charges with . 
· the death of Michael Norton, 
. a UNH freshman who died last 
spring after falling out of his 
eighth floor window in Stoke 
Hall. 
Anonymous sources close to 
Norton claim he was under the 
influence of a hallucinogen at 
the time, despite an autopsy 
report on the death which 
showed no sign of the drug. 
According to a story printed 
in The New Hampshire on 
September 9, Major Robert 
Beaudoin of Public Safety re-
ported the blood toxicology 
results "were not able to confirm 
· the presence of the suspected 
drugs." · 
But Dr. Peter Patterson of 
Hood House added that LSD is 
a tough drugs to find in a blood 
test because of the "infinitesimal 
,amount in the blood stream." 
The hearing, which is to occur 
sometime in the next few weeks, 
will _be closed to the public. 
Questions still surround the death-of UNH freshman who fell 
~•-r.--.. · • - "., ,- ,-.,, ,·,, ,- .r i':..- .oo.t of.1:he_eighth,fl(39r• 1:>J .S,to~ H,a)(.\asq(;tJii~tet ... ~ile photo), 
.. ' 
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ON THE SPOT 
What wOq.ld you like to See Hood House 
used for when it 'is Vacated . in Noveinber? 
"I'd like to see additional 
dormitory utilization or an · 
expanded Liberal Arts ad-
vising program there." 
Dave Conkling 
Senior 
PoliticalScience,· Pre law 
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What Is Depression .. A31 
How to Deal with · 
Depression ... 432 
How to Deal with 
Loneliness ... 32 
Depression as. a lifestyle ... 433 
.Stress and Anxiety 
Anxiety and Possible 
Ways to Cope with it ... 30. 
How to Handle Fears ... 33 
Coping with Stress, .. 38 . 
Relaxation. Exercises ... 37 
Conflict and M~Lation ... 312 
Understan~ing Grie!-_ .. 85 · 
Death and Dying ... 84 
r7 would like to see it torn:_ 
down and convert~d io a 
parking lot."· · 
rr1 would like to see i{us_ed 
for housing computer labs, 
me.eting rooms, and to-
house TASk." 
rrl think it should be con-
ve_rted into a building for 
student · organizations 
where their offices would 









TELEPHONE TAPE LINE 
Self.;.fmprovement , 
Tfme Management ... 1'5 (new tape) · ·' " 
Self Assertiveness ... 402 Dating 
_Building Seit Esteemed Dating Skills
 ... 18 
Confidence ... 35 · Infatuation o
r Love ... 70 
Standing Up for Yourself...10 Things' to Co
nsider in· Looking 
Becoming Independent from · for a Mate ... 71 
Parents ... 4 78 Types of lntima
cy ... 3 
The Value and Use of How to Cop
e with a Broken 
· Self-Talk ... 36 Relationshi
p ... 83 
What is Counseling and How Physical lntim
ocy.:.4 
to Use it ... 61 
Leaming-to Accept vo,Jrself ... 44 Health-Related Issues
 
Sexuality Early :;ign of an Alcohol
· 
Male Sex Roles ... 40 Problem ... 16
0 
Ma~e Homosexuality ... 21 Re
sponsible Decisions about 
. Dealing with lrnpotence ... 2J Drinking ... 161 
· 
Timing Problems in Male I've been Ra
ped, What ,_ 
Sexuality ... 24 Do I Do? ... 315
 ' 
_Female Sex Roles ... 39 Dealing with 
an Alcoholic -
Fernale Homosexuality ... 20 Parent ... 4 79 
female Orgasm Problems ... 22 Anor
exia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215 
Herpes-symptoms and 
Friendship Diagnosis ... 209 
Friendship Building ... 1 AJOS-Reduc
ing the Risks ... 225 
Helping a Friend ... 90 AIDS-Symptom
s and 
Recognizing Suicidal Diagnosis ... 2
18 · 
Feeling in Others ... 4~2 ., (newtape) Acquaintanc
eRape ... 319 
: Dial 862-,3554 any night from 6:00 to 12:00 p.m. and select the tape you wish t
o hear. The tapes run about six minutes. 
If you have. any questions when the tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will c
ome back on the line. Tape line is a service 
provided by Cool-Aid in conjuction with Counseling and Testing. Cool-Aid 
is a student funded organization. Our Hotiine 
number is 862-2293. 
· 
I 
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Prof granted Brazilian honor 
By Curtis Graves 
The University of New 
Hampshire is fortuna(e to have 
a number. of faculty members 
whose career accomplishments 
could accurately be termed "as-
tonishing.". Dr. Frank McCann, 
Professor of History, is just such 
a faculty member. 
McCann's long and eventful 
career in the field of Brazilian 
Studies culminated in his being 
honored this summer at a ce-
remony during which the rank 
of "comendador" was conferred 
upon him by Brazilian ambas-
sador to the United States 
Marcilio Marques Moreira. An 
elegant medal accompanied the 
title of comendador, the third 
highest rank in the Order of Rio 
Branco, named after the Braz-
ilian foreign minister who 
served between 1903 and 1912. 
Dr. McCann e~plained that 
his interest in Brazil emerged 
during his years as a graduate 
student. He foun~ Br~zil's his-
tory to be unique among Latin 
· American countries. 
"Brazil's history b_egi9s a 
century before American his-
tory, a fact which many people 
overlook ," McCann explained, 
"Also, the history of Brazil's 
indigenous people is measured 
in milennia rather than centur-
ies." 
The diversity of Brazil's pop-
ulation is another factor which 
sets · Brazil apart from other 
Latin American nations accord-
ing to McCann. 
"In addition to Brazil's Iber-
ian, Catholic culture, there are 
also Amer-Indian, African, and 
Spanish people, as well as 
Lebanese, German, and the 
,largest concentration of Japa-
nese outside of Japan," he said. 
In 1968, McCann was called 
. into active military duty, an 
experience that would greatly 
influence the direction of his · 
academic career. After his term 
at West Point he focussed his 
energies in an effort to study 
the Brazilian military system. 
"Studying the military was 
a fairly long process," McCann 
explained, "I had the double . 
disadvantage of being a (mil-
. itary) .outsider, as well as a 
foreigner." 
Nevertheless, McCann man-
aged to overcome these and 
other obstacles and has enjoyed 
a remarkably prolific career as 
an historian and a writer on a 
variety of issues, including the 
Brazilian military: He has writ-
ten three books, and ·currently 
has three other books in various 
stages of completion. In addition 
to these, Dr. McCann has pub-
lished scores of articles, papers; 
and essays. 
· When asked why he chose to 
become so involved in his field 
of study, McCann replied, "The 
more you are involved in these . 
kinds of activities, the more 






· Marketing & Information · 
P.O. Box 877 
Concord, NH 03302 (603) 225-6612 
............................................................................. ~ .............................................................................................................  
CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE- "The Year of The Cat." Granite 
State Room, MUB, noon-5 p.m. (note new times), 
MEN'S GOLF~ vs. Bowdoin, Merrimack, St. Anselm's, rioon. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY- vs. Holy Cross, 3 p.m. 
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES- "Ivan Vasilyevich Changes His · 
Profession." Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4 p:m., $1. 
, SEPTEMBER ARTS FESTIVAL- Actors from 'the London 
Stage: Twelfth Night.-Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER23 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE- "The Year of The Cat." Granite 
State Room, MUB, noon-5 p.m. (note new times) 
MEN'S SOCCER- vs. Keene State, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER- vs. Harvard, 3 p.m. 
POETRY READING- Sam· Dale, member of Actors from 
the London Srage, reads from the works of Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge. Forum Room, Library, 4: 10 p.m., reception 
following. . .. 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 
MEN'S TENNIS-·at Vermont · 
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES- "Molecular Modeling: 
Methods and Applications at Merck," B~ Dr. Graham Smith-, 
Merck. Room L-T03, Parsons, 11 a.m.-12.30 p.m. _ 
BEN THOMPSON FIELD DAY-· Auction. Barton Hall, noon. 
"BROWN BAG" SERIES- Two 30-minute films will be shown, 
Centuries of Prints: Woodblock Prints, Their Traditional 
Technique and History and The Townspeople orEdo: An 
Ukiyo-e Portrait. Galleries, Paul Arts, noon. · 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE- "The Year of The Cat." Granite 
State Room, MUB, noon-5 p.m. (note.new times) 
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIA- "Glacier Research Group 
Research," by members ,of the UNH Glacier Research Group. 
Room 119,James, 4 p.m. . · 
MUSO FILM- "A Room With a View." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., Students $1, general $2. . · 
SEPTEMBER AR TS FESTIVAL- Actors from the London 
Stage: Twelfth Night. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 pm. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 
DURHAM BLOOD DRIVE- "The Year of The Cat." Granite 
State Room, MUB, noon-5 p.m. (note new time·s) 
WOMEN'S TENNIS- vs. Massachusetts, 3:30 p.ni. 
SEPTEMBER AR TS FESTIVAL- Portland Symphony 
Orchestra. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m .. (location changed) Ticket 
Information: 862-2290. . - ~ 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMiTTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
The Ne~ Hampsture (USPS 319-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semi- ~ 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located m R~om · 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. i 
Qfft<;c ho1.1rs: Mood~y ·~ F(id~ 10 ~ ~ 2 pm. Academic year SL;bscription: 
f.1::·t "Y. Th~rd dass .J>Qsta:g~ p!llld· a.t O~r,b~, NH 03~24. A~v~msers should 
:che_crnhc1r ads the hr:~t~y. The New,Hampsh1r~ w1ll 1':1 no case be 
responsible ~or typo8,'t•~~:-a1-or oth.cr:orr~rs, but wall reprint_ that p~rt 
of an advcruscment 1n whu:h,- typo1raph1cal erro_r appears, 1f nouf1ed 
immediately. POSTMASTER:~P4·acld'ress changes to !he N_ew Hamp~hire, 
lll MUB, UNH, Durham, NH)l3824. 10.000 copies printed per issue 
j>y l~•n,J.Tnb11ne Biddeford, Maiqe._ .. 
RELAX AT THE PRIVATE HOT TUB 
'ROOM RENTALS 
• SHOWERS, DRESSING AREA AND STEREO IN EACH ROOM • 
· . • TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED• 
• JUICE AND DISPOSABLE BATHING SUITS AVAILABLE• 
LOWER DAY RATES AVAILABLE 
2 PEOPLE ONLY $1200* 1 IIOlJR 
0 no11ervotlone must end by 5 PM Weekends & Hollday11 EH ludod 
Tan Bed 10 Visits 35.00 
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1--..;N~O;;...;D;;;;..;;;·_ ; ;;;..;C~E~S;;._···-_, __________ l Students vie for 
ACADEMIC 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH A WARDS 
INFORMATION MEETING: For students who 
plan to pursue a research project as part of their 
academic work. Information on Undergraduate · 
Research Opportunities Program and applying 
for UROP Research Award. Tuesday, September 
22, Room 204, Horton Social Science Center, 7-
8 p.m. · 
NH STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM IN SPAIN: 
Sponsored by Spanish Department. For stude?-ts 
interested in applying for.semester II only. Meetu~g 
for Fall 1988. Applicants to be announced in 
October. Wednesday, September 23, Murkland, 
4p.m. 
CAREER 
The following workshops are sponsored by Career 
Planning & Placement Services: 
RECRUITER LIST: If you attended an orientation 
last semester and completed the registration process 
you may pick up the first · recruiter list at the Career 
PJanning & Placement Office. Room 203, Mondar-
Friday, 8-4:30 p.m. . . 
PRE-SCREENING DEADLINES: First pre-
screening} deadline to submit resumes for on-campus 
interviews in Thursday, September 25, Room 203, 
Huddleston, 4·:30 p.m. You-must have a resume 
and transcripts on file at Career Planning & 
Placement to pre-screen. 
INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP: Tips & Tech-
niques on how to make your interviews go smoothly 
, and get the results you want! _Thursday, September 
24, Forum Room, Library, 4-5 p.m. 
MANDATORY ORIENTATIONS FOR SE-
BAHAMA'S BLAST '88: Sponsored by New 
Hampshire Outing Club, Organizational ~eeting 
for spring break sailing trip in the Bahamas. $100 
deposit is accepted. Thursday, Sept. 23, Commu-
ter/Transfer Center, MUB, 7 p.m. 
CONTRA DANCE: The first dance for fall/winter 
country dance series. Music and calling by Lamprey · 
River Band. All welcome. All dance taught. 
Beginners are urged to come -at 8:30 p.m. Saturday, 
Sept. 26. Straffrd_ Room, MUB, 8:30-11 :30 p .m. 
PROTEST ANT PREVIEW PICNIC: Sponsored 
by United Campus Ministry. Meet the Chaplains, 
see our new facility, and eat! Sunday, September 
27, Waysmeet, 15 Mill Road, 5:30 p.m. 
GEORGIA SATELLITES WITH THE DEL 
LORDS: Sponsord by MUSO. Top 40 hit singles; 
"Keep Your Hands to Yourself," Saturday, October 
3, Granite State Room, 8 p.m. Students $7, general 
$10. Tickets at MUB Ticket office beginning 
. Wednesday,Sept.23 
MUD WRESTLING TOURNATMENT: Mud 
wrestlers must sign up before October 2nd. Weigh-
Ins, Friday 4-6 p.m., wrestling room. Participants 
must be' at least 18 years of age. Further information: 
Jim Urquhart, 862-3899. Saturday, Octqber 3, 
Lundholm Gymansium, Field House, 7 p.m. $2. 
IiEAETH 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals a f-
f ected by anothers use of alcohol or other. drugs_. 
Mondays, Room 21, Library, noon to 1 p.m. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM-
EN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking 
or drug ·\se. Fridays, Conference -Room, 2nd floor, i . 
qoon to · p.m. . • 
I 
NIORS: All sessions in che Forum Room, Dimond :A.LCOHOiICS ANONYMOUS MEETING 
Library, Liberal Arts- Tuesday, September 22, 7- (OPEN) : Individualsconcernedabouttheirdrinking 
9 p.m. & Monday, September 28, 4-6 p.m. ·-· Ot 9i:.¥.K!tSe. Mondays and Wednesday, Conference 
·Engineering, Physical'Sciehce:~Health Studies~ Room, 2nd Floor-, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
Wednesday, September 23, 7-9 p.m. & Thursday, 
September 24, 12:45-2:45 p.m. HEALTH SERVICES CONSUMER BOARD--
IN;TRODUCTOR Y MEETING: Meeting for stu-
UNIVERSITY q::>MP-l~TING . . . . . · dents"who are interested in gaining experience 
· : ; , · with health issues/ field by serving in an advisory 
Non-credit ~oursel are fre~, call 3527 "to register: capacity to Director of Health Servke. Thursday, 
All courses held in Stok~ C14~ter. Sept. 24, Merrimack Room, MUB, 1-2 p.m. 
STATA (2 SESSIONS): Easy to . use statistical 
package with graphics functions for the IBM PC 
and compatible machines. This course covers how 
to use ST AT A, emphasizing basic ST AT A com-
mands and concepts . Prerequiste: MS-DOS or 
equivalent experience. Statistical background is 
not required, but would be helpful. Part I- Monday, 
Sept. 28, 8:30-11 a.m. Part II- Wednesday, Sept. 
30, 8:30~11 a.m. / 
GENERAL 
RENT A MUB LOCKER: Lockers located near 
the Commuter/Transfer Center and the Games 
Room are available to rent by the semester. Stop 
in Room 322 in the MUB. 8:30-4 p.m. 
PIZZA LUNCHES: Sponsored by Non-Traditio~al · 
Student Center. Join _the Pizza for Lunch Bunch. 
Relax at the end of the week with.good company 
and good food. Pizza available at $1 per slice. Every 
Friday Non-Traditional Student Center,. Pettee 
House, noon to 1 p.m. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
MEETINGS 
ANIMAL SCiENCE CLUB MEETING: First 
meeting of t,he semester. New members .welcome. 
Tuesday, Sept. 2, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 8:30 
p.m. ' 
PL-ANNING FOR 1988 WOMEN'S HISTORY 
WEEK: All students, faculty, and staff interested 
in pfapning the 1988 Women's History Program, 
"Women in the 21st Century," are invited. Thursday, 
Sept. 24, Hanover Room, MUB, 12 noon. 
MEDIEVAL RECREATION CLUB MEETING: 
ln~roduction for new members, planning for 
upcoming Quest, 'demonstration, workshops and 
dance practice. Welcome all interested in the middle 
ages. Thursday, October 1, Common Office, MUB, 
7-8 p.m. 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
ING: Learn, educate, and act on issues related to 
Centra.l_America. Tue~days, Merrimack Room, 
MUB,6p.m. 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines 
on proper forms) 
-THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL 
IS ACCEPTING INTERCOLLEGE TRANSFERS 
BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 21 AND SEPTEMBER 25 
INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE AT THE GROUP MEETINGS SCHEDULED: 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC 2~8) . 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 3:30-4:00 p.m. (McC 312) 
WEDNESDAY, siPTEMBER 23, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (McC _208) 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 24, 1:00-1:30 p.m. (McC 201) , . 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER -25, 8:30-9:00 a.m. (Mee· 208) 
Whittemor.e Advising .Center . 
~• ~.~Wb~ .. ,.,, •• ,M,~~~~Q,~~J,.~,~i;~~~~s - ._.. -~- .. ' . . 
open Senate seats 
By Bryan-Alexander 
· While many first year stu-
dents are still buying text books, 
struggling with their mailbox 
combinations, and trying to find 
the MUB, fourteen of them are 
organizing campaigns to cap-
ture two freshman seats avail-
able on the student senate. 
The elections for these seats, 
and for three open commuter 
senator seats will be this Friday. 
Ballot boxes will be available 
· in all three dining halls from 
11-2 and 4-6, and also in the 
MUB and Dimond Library from . 
10-6. 
The idea to open the seats to 
first year .students was the . 
brainchild of Student Body 
President Warner Jones and 
Vice-president Sabra Clarke •· 
according to Clarke. She said •·· 
they came up with the _idea at 
a student government function 
in Washington D.C. during the 
summer. 
Michelle Scenna, organizer 
of the election, agreeq it is a 
good idea. • She said the regular 
elections to the senate are held 
in the spring for the oncoming 
fall. This gives students new to 
the University nc chance to get 
involved with the senate. 
"It ( the spring elections) 
leaves , the freshman without a 
representat,iye voice on · the 
student senate," said Scenna. 
Scenna said the open commu-
ter senator seats are the result 
of senators who were elected 
last semester but. were unable 
to return to school for one 
reason or another. She saiq. two 
applications have been accepted 
for these positions. 
The application process re-
quired a·nswering a few ques-
tions and gathering signatures 
from the desired constituents 
said Scenna, "then bingo, and 
you're on the application." 
· She said she is very surprised 
with the numbers of interested 
first year students and their 
enthusiasm. Posters, proof of 
the -work going into the ca.m -
pa'igns, have been s;cattered 
throughout campus urging sm-
dents to vote for representa-
.tives. . .. 
"It's so amazing, they are' all 
getting onto it/' S?-id Scenna. 
The enthusiasm is so great 
that Scenna said even losing 
campaigners would be asked to 
join the senate in a non-voting 
position, so they would be useful 
to the student body in the future. 
Letters to the editor should be 
typed and signed and must in-
clude an address and telep~one 
numb~r for verification. 
Address all mail to: 






New England)s hottest band. 
CROSSFIRE 
... -
Wednesday, S_ept.23 9pm 
a 
-ISJallllnsC.OUrt Dllttan. NHOl824 
868-1105 
udance the night awayn 
• no one under 18 admiited 
• 21 and up must have. ID 
• please wear sneakers 
• tickets: $4 members 
$6 non-members . . 
Purchase tickets 
at front desk 
of ~oth clubs t:leter llaad ne-rtict. NH Olll57 
659-3151 
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A single exam 
score maybe 
• more. impor-
tant .than yoµr 
hard-earned 
GPA. 
GAPS gives you the 
knowledge, confidence and the 
competitive edge you need to 











D Send more information ----Mail to: G~ Center 500 3rd Ave. W. 
I Box34057 I Seattle, WA 98124-105·7 VISA or MC orders call: 
I (800) 426-5.
537 x 1241 I 
(206) 281-1241 from WA, AK, HI, PR. . 
I Yo. ur Nam~ I Address _______ _ 
C1ty ____ Sme_ZIP_ 1 
I Course: 
ShiDoimz• 
I Subtotal I Wash State restdents add 7 9'l6 sales tax 
I • Regular - UPS}weeks,$7 (no P.O. Boxes.AK. . I HI, PR addresses) 
P.O. Boxes, AK. HI. PR-Postal Delivoiv _3 weeks. $14 · 1 Rush-Federal Express 5 days, $21 for MCAT. $14,ll I 
others (no P. 0 , Boxes, AK. HI, PR) 
100% MONEY ·BACK 
TOTAL ENCLOSED (U.S. Dollars) 






UROP, a new program for UNH 
Undergraduates. 
announces 
UROP Research Awards 
Are you planning· to pursue 
• an independent study? 
• a senior thesis? 
• a research project under a faculty member's 
supervision? 
Then you may be· eligible for a DROP Research 
Award! 
Thes~ awards cover expenses related to research activities. 
For more information about UROP and how to app_ly 
for an award, come to a meeting on: 
Tuesday, September 22, 7:00-8:00pm 
Horton Social Science Center, Room 204 
-Additional Information and application forms may also be obtained -
from the Honors Program Office, Dimond Library-Room 303A, 862-
~2& ' 
' :··········••.•·~·········-·· ·••,•.- ............................•.................. 
: : . i· NEEDED . : 
, . 
: Subscribe to The Wall Street Journal, : 
• and enjoy student savings of up to $48. That's quite • 
: · a bargain, especially wh_en you consider what it : 
. • really represents: Tuition for the real world. • 
f'ro subsaibe, call 800-257-1200: Ext.1066 toll-tree7 
I Or mail to: The
 Wall Street Journal, 500 3rd Ave. W., Seattle, WA98119 ~ 
~
3
~nd me 1_5 weeks for $26. D Payment enclosed. D Bill me later: t 
I 
Stud.ent I.D. Grad . Month/ Yea f 
Addres,_· -------- t 
1 ~~oo-~ ___ M:;:~Zi ~ 
1 
Th.-,. .. pnco,1; arr valid f,,r a hmn.-d 1,m .. ju, J/J1drn!J ""{v i11 th.- conllnt'ntal l/.~. Hy p~mg yr,ur f 
J •;~~~u1huri1 .. u;Wcd}ma~iiii;i"~sup2147it 
i ~~~,Peniuylv.nia, 11u>,Jailv<liarvoftm>Am¥riwndm1m. 0 1936DowJon_~ r 
~II00-222-3380,Ext.1066. • •· --- &Comp1ny.l~ 
.. -.... ......... ................ ' 
Write Forum Articles 
The ~ew Hampshire 
: Females 18-34 years, for an exercise ,. : 
• training study. 
1 
· :·: 
If you are presently un-trained (un- : 
fit) .. want to earn a P._E. credit, and· : 
are ready to get in shape- : 
• 
PLEASE CALL: 862-1834 (days) : 
or 749-6376 (nights) : •..........•.................................. :. 
.... 
TRADE IN DAYS 




For $5 Off 
A New Pair 
Sept. 16 
- - Oct. 4 
50, MAIN STREET 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
TRADE IN DAYS 
. , 
Trade· In Your · 
Old Worn 
Our sweats 
For $2 Off 
New Swea.ts 
Sept 16 
- -Oct. 4 




Tuesday-September 22 through Friday September 25 
Various MUB Specialities-All you favorites!!! 
Stop by forJunch and let the MUB Staff prepar~ 
_lunch for you!! 
MUB GRILL SPECIAL 
Try our new Veal Parmesan Sub for only 
$1.95! Pickle and chi.ps included. It's 
hot, delicious, and made to order by _you 
famous MUB Grill Chefs. 
NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS 
Monday: BLT 
Tuesday: Chicken Salad Sandwich 
Wednesday: Grilled Ham and Cheese 
Thursday: Hamburger 
Only .95¢ 
Monday-Thursday 3:30-9:30 p.m. 
PISTACHIO'S 
Back by popular demand ... 
ICE CREAM BY THE TUB!! 
Great for dorm parties and all 
occasions!! 
$12 cash or ·check- Call Caryn at 
862-1176. Must be ordered in advance! 
New Hours: Monday-Friday 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Saturday an~ Sunday 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
PISTACHIO ICE CREAM IS BACK!!!!!!! 
THE PICTURE PLACE 
Located in the Cat's Closet · . 
Quality Pictures. Low Prices and Fast Service. 
Ask About Our Photo Puzzles. A Great Gift Idea . 
..... .. ... 
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Blood bag ladies kept track of donations this week at the Red 
Cross blood drive. (Sadie Greenway photo) 
'Write For 
Report For 
.Be Part Of 
The New 
Hampshire 
Come during the editor's office hours 
Come see Jay from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. on Tuesdays 
Come see Bryan from 9-12 a.m. on Fridays 
( if asleep nudge gently) 
CDP striving for world . peace 
By Nicole Finch 
On Wednesday the Coalition 
for Disarmamen_t and Peace 
(CDP)', an organization on 
campus dedicated to the cause 
of world peace, Ii.ad the!r first 
meeting of the year. 
The CDP organizes organizes 
peace walks and some members 
participate. in off-campus dem-
onstrations to inform the com-
munity on ..their quest for peace, 
Carol Renselear, spokesper ... 
son for the meet{ng, said she 
was very optimistic about the 
size of the group _attending. The 
"How we specifically define 
sexual assault, or just how do 
we procede in terms of our rules 
is a question that the Judicial 
Task Force will have to grapple · 
with," Sanborn said. 
An important aspect of Ju-
dicial Policy that the Task Force 
will be looking into is training. 
i\.lready the Judicial Policy Coor-
agenda consisu:d of group dis-
cussion, followed by methods 
in which this group could find 
more about nuclear arms. 
"You can't get involved unless 
you know what is going on," 
Reneselear-saH 
The focal point of this meet-
ing was to set up a list of group · 
activities, which would provide 
them _ with more knowledge of 
the nuclear arms race. 
"One of the biggest needs 
right now, is know ledge . of 
nuclear arms," Reneselear said. 
The CDP will meet every 
ASSAULT 
(continued from page 3) 
dinacors have been making 
changes. 
Derek Hill cold the Sena-
te,"We have specific guidelines 
for ethical standards of 
members of the Judicial Boards. 
During our training next week 
and in the weeks to come we'll 
be doing mock h~arings w~th 
our board members and hearmg 
Wednesday at eight o'clock in 
the Senate Room of the MUB 
to discuss current issues and co 
give out information and set up 
some group activities. Newco-
mers are always welcome to 
attend said Reneselear, since 
they are always in need of people 
to ·plan and partake i_n new 
activities. 
When asked why she is so 
active in the organization she· 
responded, '-'We do this because 
we love this planet." 
off ic,ers, going over old cases , 
· from the past and asking our 
board members and hearing 
officers ·ho~ they would rule on 
these cases. -
Advocates will be trained on 
how to be educato·rs and to 
defend the students rights but 
not to be strictly lawyers." 
The enffamed Newmarket Town Hall roof caved"in soon after this photo. was tak~n. (Jon 
Castle photo) 
FIRE 
(continued from page 1) 
a fire of that magnitude is not to make the vicinity safer. Town 
common in Newmarket. selectmen will decide the fate 
"It's the first big strucc'ure of wh~t is left of the building. 
fire we've had in a long time, Their decision will be partly 
probably two years." . · based on the recommendations 
Fire Chief Wilfred (Tidoe) given by the fire department. 
Beaulieu was out of cown when The cause of the fire is being 
the fire occur'ed. He said that investigated by town and state 
· he was informed upon returning officials. They are looking close-
. to the station on Sunday morn- ly at an area at the back of the 
ing. building where they are sure 
The Town Hall was a well- that the fire began. 
used facility in Newmarket, The Police department has 
according to Beaulieu. He said, been temporarily relocated at 
"The community used it for all St. Mary's School on Route 152 
so.res of activities," sgc;h as just beyond downtown, towards 
karate, arts and craft shows, Lee. The town offices are now 







write it . 
.._} 
classes. · on South Main St. The phone The New Hampshire 
. . . . . . A wrecking crew was sche- numbers have remained the 
The t~w~ hall was m rums Sund_ay, while fire marshalls contmue duled Monday to knock down _ same . 
. ~~an 'irrvisfigati'o"n·-1nto--die cause~·otJ:ne'Naze.··•!:l@i:\'~~,tl-e:-_phPJ~t ~ .. -~so.me· oi~tht· daJn~g~cl~~tri_i-(tU{~-. \ .-.·. -, -~-, -, ~~~~-:--.-;~;:;.;;.·":.;~;.~~7"..._-,.-,.-.. :·.,. ':., ~ ... .,-:.:... ., -.;. ~~-.;;.;:- --;;., -./1'-"-.~ \," 
THE .NEW HAMPSH
1
IRE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1987 
. ELECTIONS- SEPT. 25 ·· · 
FOR FRESHMAN 
& COMMUTER SENATORS 
~ . ' 
. . 
Vote at: 
· ~ MUB 10-6 ---!I- . 
•---.,;;:1111......_ ~~►- · Ljbrary 10-6 
_ Philbrook l~-1, 4:3Q~6-
, _ SEPT. 25 -
. · Stillings 11-1,4:30-6 
' . 
· Only commuter and freshmenr students ffiay vote 
. . ,-¢-\st~, 
·, 11~G \: .. 
· .. *~~ .( 
... -"-~ . i .. 
We will explore and learn about 
the culture of Latin ··America through: 
•Music 
•Art _ 
· • Craft fairs 
• Fiestas 
• Literature 
• Politics and news sources 
• Spanish language tapes 
• Latin American film series 
. •Foreign study · · 
•Sp~akers . 
Thurs. Sept. 24th . 
6:30-7:30 . 
. Sullivan, roOm -
inMUB -
COME JOIN US AND LEARN!!! 
. PAGE NINE -
I 
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Young's Restaurant 
_ & Coffee ShoP., Inc, 
Breakiast SP.,ecial . 
Cheese & broccoli omelet made with our . 
own special cheese sauce, home fries, 
toast and coffee. $3.25 
Luncheon SP.,ecial 
Veal cutlet sub served with french fries 
with cheese $2.95 $3.25 . · 
Dinner Sb_ecial 
. d' d . h , Chicken cutlet inner serve wit • · tossed salad, mashed potatoes 
and roll $3.60 
48 Main St., 
· Durham, N;.H. 




· Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
'Plus 
- 25 copies * 25 envelopes * 25 extra sheets of paper . 
(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage:) · 
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30 
... Durhan, Copy 
Jenkins Court •Durham, N.H.•868-703t " . . , . . 
HELP WANTED ~ 
Sept. 30 a_nd Oct. 1 pt1tting up temporary-stab l.ing for . 
horses coming to UNH Fa ll Horse Tr ials. Day and 
Evening hours, $5.00 hol.)L · 
Need 4-5 strong people. ~ 
. ~ 
~interested call Sue Bruns 862-11n · · 
Before you choose along distance 






You may be thinking about· 
choosing one of the newer 
carriers over AT&T in order to 
save money. 
Think again. 
· Since January 1987, AT&T's 
rates have dropped more than 
15% for direct-dialed out-of-
state c~lls. So they're lower than 
you probably realize. For infor-
mation on specific rates, you 
can call us at I 800 222-0300. 
And AT&T offers clear long 
distance connections, operator 
assistance, 24-hour customer 
service, and immediate credit 
for wrong numbers. Plus, you 
can _use AT&T to call from 
anywher~ to anywhere, all over 
the United States and to over 
250 countries. 
You might be surprised at 
how good a value AT&T really 
is. So before yqµ choose a 
long distance company, pick 
up the phone. 
AT&T 
The ~ight choice. 
SCORE IGH · 
A single exam 
score maybe 
• more 1mpor-
ta.nt than your · 
hard-earned 
GPA~ 
GAPS gives you the · 
knowledge, confidence and the 
competitive edge you need to · 











D Send more information ---~ Mail to: GAPS Center 
500 3rd Ave. W. 
I Bm~" I Seattle, WA 98124-105 7 VISA or MC orders call: 
I 
(800) 426-5537 X 1241 ' 
(206) 28f-1241 from WA, AK, HI, PR. I 
I You r Name I Address ____ __;_ _ _ 
Ciry _ ___ S,are _ ZIP~ I 
I Course: 
Shinnin\,• ' 
I Subtotal ' I Wash. State resiJents add 7.9% sales tax 
I 
TOTAL ENCLOSED (U.S. Dollars) t 
• Regu lar-UPS l weeks, $7 (no P.O. Boxes, AK: I 
HI. PR addresses) 
P:O. Boxes, AK. HI. PR- Posra l Deliverv l weeks. $14 
I R
osh-Federal Express 5 days, $2 1 for MCAT, $14 all I 
orh«s (no P.O. Boxes. AK, HI. PR) 
. 100%MONEY-BACK 
IGU~E 2471 I -------




in the Railroad Station across 
Main Street from.the: Field House: 
ATHY OUR HOME COOKED SPECIALS 
(O)L · _ IASHIOBlllDJ. 
BREAKFAST 
YOUR DAY WITH ONE OF OU 
IOUS, PIPING-HOT, SPECIAL 
CONC£JrTS 
.TH£ATRL-
-- - Visa, Mastercard & American Express accepted. 
P.O. Box 57, Portsmouth, N :H. 03801 (603)43_6-4140 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
Providence Civic Center 
Oct. 16 & 17 Pink Floyd 
Oct. 30 Aerosmith w / Dokken 
Nov. 1 Fleetwood Mac 
Boston Garden 
Sept. 17 & 1 8 U2 
Celtics available soon 
Oct. 3_Q Fleetwood Mac 
New Haven Collesium, Conn. 
Oct. 1 0 L ynyrd Skyn-yrd 
Worcester Centrum · 
Oct. 7 & 8 Lynyrd Skyn'yrd 
Oct. 17 Frank Sinatra 
Oct. 18 R.E.M .. 
Sullivan· Stadium, Foxboro Ma. 
Sept. 22 U2 
All Patriots home games av,ailable 
Portland Me. · 
Oct. 27 Aerosmith w/Dokken 
Great Woods, Mansfield Ma. 
Sept. 1 7 Crowded House 
Sept. 18 & 19 James Taylor 
Orpheum Theatre, Boston 
- Sept. 19 Warren Zevon · 
Zeiterion Theatre, New Bedfora, Ma. 
Sept. 26 Don McLean 
Hartford Civic Center, Conn. 
Oct. 11 Def Leppard 
Oct. 14 & 15 Pink Floyd 
r Our monthly maUlng ltC!t'pa you up to dait on tht upcoming_;.;.:;;.:- - - 11 I won't want to~ and dd.Us tht tlckell - have In atodt. Regularly SlO/ye•, 
I c,rder now at 1h19 ap«tal prtce and get lhe concal and aporll lnfonnatlon lhat I 
I youllftdddl~tc.,-ourdoorl . I D/AL 
i ~*~~i~~Jrmoncyorderto: p;::::'::,~:'1'l2\?o.'.fi:'.\:; 1:rrn 1 i -603/~36-4140 
I Portsmouth,N.H. 03801 . I call now ,~ . ~-----, 
I Adcbess:__,..-----,--- Spt,dal.lntaest: ----,-- I Jor these 5:how! . 
L ..~--~ ~ --.--- _- ·_-_.,.· ___ "_J ,. 1: 
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* :~ ~ ! f MCCWN 
Jt s GI d Jt (continued from page 5) 
: 0 a : · valuable your degree becomes. * You'r'. e· Back. . * This benefits the University as Considering his distinguished 
>t Jt well as the individual." record, the choice of Dr. * * McCann explained that a McCann- as recipient of this i : pdrofessor's academ"ic value is a war~ _can S~ardl1y98be hcalled 
Jt * etermined by his or her peers surpnsrng. rnce 5, e has 
>t · >t in the same field of study. Thus, had the honor of meeting with * * when a professor's peers hold Jose Sarney, President of Brazil, 
: : him or her in high regard, the on three separate occasions. 
The 
Jt * reputation of the University as most recent of the three meet-* * a whole is enhanced. · ings was a private a,udience, * · * · As a result of his work with during which they discussed * : Brazil on a number ofdifferent S~rn~y's desi_r~ to see an expan-: * levels, Dr. McCann has been s10n m Brazilian Studies in the 
Jt I ' * involyed in raising thousands United States, 
>t Jt ·of dollars for University of New Dr. McCann's discussion with * * Hampshire programs, such as President Sarney led to the * : the creation of the Center and formation of an ad hoc commit-
: - . . 4'..>· ,.._. 
Program for International Pers- tee consisting of eight scholars 
>t * pectives, of which he is the from all over the country. The 
>t * current .director. ·, committee met at the New * : He has also received a variety England Center to· discuss what ! * of research grants .and fellow- coul~ be done to comply with 
Jt Jt ships, which have afforded him President Sarney's wish to see 
Jt * a great deal of travel and the Brazilian Studies in the United * : opportunity to conduct research States become a well respected 
* Jt in Brazil and other Latin Amer- course of curriculum. 
: Jt ican countries over the past Dr. McCann indicated that 
Jt * twenty one years. His extensive if the current trend of fewer . * s : research and his efforts to people participating in Brazilian : . ee You * improve relations between the bStudies chbntinues, relations 
Jt Jt United States and Brazil gar- etween t e two countries could * Jt nered for him the highly pres- eventually suffer . 
.Jt Jt tigious title from the govern- "We are concerned th~t there· 
Jt · * ment of Brazil. won't be enough people ih the . : at : McCann confessed that the next generation of Brazilianists 
Jt * news that he was to be honored to · replace my generation when * * came as somewhat ofa surprise we retire in fifteen or twenty * * to him. years," McCann explained . . : * "The news came over the Despite the fact that Dr. 
* Durham Red Cross : telex)n the Physics Deparf:.. McCann is a .m~n us~d !O ~he · * * ment, and the message was · COII?-pany of foreign d1gmtanes, * * delivered to me in a campus mail he is_ nonetheless congenial co * * envelope," McCann explained. pt~side~ts a!1d students alike. 
: : "I finished reading the memo, Hts office is lq_ca~ed at -
the 












Mom and Dodi 
They cried when they dropped you 
they can still keep in touch ·with a 
The New Hampshire 
·off at. U-N-H) bu.t 
·subscription to 
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the presence of security officers, . 
gave them no extension on their 
time limit. 
In his verdict Justice Shaheen 
stated that he believed threats 
of viole~ce from anti-protesters 
outside of the building were not 
a reason · for defying a direct 
order by a security guard · to 
vacate the premises. · 
After the trial defendant 
Markey commented that she~ 
"was disappointed that the 
judge did not_ consider the fears 
that were communicated to us 
by the anti-demonstators otit-
side the building." She said that 
while the group appreciated 
some of the Sfcurity officers' 
, attempts to quell the rowdiness, 
other officers acted "very vi-
olently" toward the occupants. 
Prosecutions's other witness, 
former Public Safety Captain 
Conway, now Chief of Police in 
Barrington, was the arresting 
officer in each case. He testified 
that fraternity organizations 
were blatantly har,assing. the 
protesters around Huddleston 
Hall; however, he maintained 
that the occupation itself was 
"orderly." He testified that no 
one tame to him, upon his 
warning, which was delivered 
with -a bullhorn at each level of 
stairs, to ask for a police escort 
out of the building .. He then 
testified that "several ( occu-
pants) 'said they would have to 
be dragged out." 
Three defendants had their 
charges dropped when · Captain 
Conway could not properly 
identify which students "he gave 
an'. explicit war'q ing to. While 
the police photograph of Beteau 
was incorrectly labelled, Conway 
did not recollect giving the other· 
two, Heaney and Lourie, a 
warning that they would be 
arrested. 
TRIAL 
(continued from page 1) 
Defendant Kohn testified . 
that he understood he could stay 
· in the off ice -until 8am, after 
which time he believed Sanborn 
would re:-riegotiate the situation. 
He said that t.he agreement 
· . between Dean Sanborn and the 
occupants was valid as long as . 
. ".we were non-violent a-nd not · 
destructive.'~ Kohn said that he 
"repeatedly" made note of the 
threats of violence from the 
anti-protest demonstrators in 
his communications with San-
born throughout the weekend. 
D.efendant Renselaer also 
testified that she believed there. · 
would be further negotiations 
after the deadline and that she 
had a right to be there. She 
commented on the violence 
outside, telling the court. that 
one of the security officials told 
1 
her to be careful for "your life 
. · is. threatened. You ought to have 
sorn:eohe with you at all times." 
She further pointed out the lack 
of trust . the defendants had 
regarding the security that 
Public Safety had provided for 
the office occupants: 
Under cross-examination she 
said she did riot believe the 
security official had the author-
ity to order her off the premises, 
because of Sanborn'~ promise 
of negotiation after 8:00 a.m .. 
When asked whether she re -
mained in the building because 
of the treat of violence or 
because of her protest, Rense-
laer replied, "I. s:tayed in tfle 
building because I was pr,otest-
ing." .· · . 
.·James E. Kiely's testimony ~ 
emphasized that the environ-
ment outside t4e building was 
heated and that he "felt public 
safety was useless." Kiely tes-
tified that he left the steps of 
Huddleston after _the warning 
by police officers. 
Editor-in-Chief of The New 
Hampshire, Elizabeth B. Cote, 
who Te.ported on the ·protests 
in May, was subpoenaed by the 
defense to testify at the trial. 
Cote, who ha:d the subpoena 
quashed under the First Amend-
ment protection of the press, 
was unwilling to compromise 
the impartiality of The New 
Hampshire by restifing on be- · 
half of either side of the issue. , 
The defense also called de-
fendant Watson, who testified 
she was filing an incident report 
on sexual harassment in Emily 
Moore's office, one of several 
offices located' in the Dean 
Students office area. Under 
cross-examination she declared 
that she had entered the build-
ing just prior to 8:00 a.m., and 
that she was unaware of anyone 
·not being allowed to enter the 
building . 
Protestors last semester occupied offices in Huddleston from 
which they hung a "help wanted" sign for a new Dean of Students. 
<Elizabeth B. Cote photo) 
Yesterday Sanborn also dis- · .: 
cussed the effectiveness the 
protest had at UNH. While he 
· J co 11 e c t_i on ? 
did not support such "tactics," 
he was quick to point out that 
the occupants deserved credit 
for their efforts at raising 
awareness on campus towards 
date tape and the University's : 
judicial procedures'. He partic-
ularly applauded several of the 
protestors who have directly 
taken part in the University's 
SHARP program. 
Before the trial was set, 
prosecuting attorney· Dunning-
ton, after conferring with Public 
Safety officials and Deap Sap-
born, moved to place all eleven 
cases_ on file without a finding; 
Initially the eleveri opted to . 
stand trial. After all the pro-
C<:edings and testimonies were 
. over, but before a verdict was 
' handed down, defendant Riecks 
chose this o·ption over a .. verdict. 
i j i J 
Dq you w_ant ·to w ri.tespor_ tsJ_ior-1 
·. your paper? Come see us, · ·. · 
Take Snapshots as part of our. staff 
The New Hampshire 
. 
Eric Bazillian, lead sin er and guitarist for the Hooter rocked 
the Field House ~riday ight. (Craig Parker photo) 
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-Editorial 
They went for it and won 
Protestors who were arrested ori charges 
of cdminaf trespass in connection with 
the occupation ofthe Dean of Students office 
at the tail end of last semester finally had 
their day in court last Friday. Of the eleven 
who went to trail, seven were found not 
guilty, three had their cases dismissed, and 
one opted to have the charges filed for one 
year, at which time they will be dropped 
on the condition she has no further arrests. 
Dean of Students Gregg J. Sandborn said 
he was very rp.uch in favor of reducing the 
charges against the students because 
although he does not agree with their tactics, 
he said they should not have had to face 
a criminal record for their acts: 
require they keep their noses impeccably 
clean for • the next year. Thus the students 
were faced with the decision to either accept 
the "no finding" on the lesser charges and 
perhaps curtail their future civil disobe-
dience, or "go . for it" anq force the 
administration's lawyer to prove they were 
trespassing. . . . 
All of the eleven accused were given the 
option to file the charges again~t them, 
. which at suggestion of the prosecution were 
reduced from :misdemeanors to yiolations. 
Although offering a reduction to violation 
charges may have been a completely selfless, 
noble thing to do, the offer of a "no finding" 
was essentially was plea bargin. 
If the protestors accepted the proposition 
of a "no finding" on the violations, the 
ch~rges would be filed, counting neither 
for nor against the defendents, but would 
They went for it and won. All eleven of 
the protestors brought to trial, regardless 
of the disposition of their individual cases, 
should be applauded for their courage and 
resolution to fight for the causes and 
principles in_ which they believe. 
Td the Editor: 
I write in reference to. the por-
trayal of acquaintance rape as 
. published in the Forum column of 
The New .Hampshire on Tuesday, 
September 15th. It is my assump-
tion that the drawi11g was a sincere 
effort to accurately portray acquain-
tance rape. However, it is unfa-
thomable to me how The New 
Hampshire could have the audacity 
to publish a drawing which so 
blatantly mocks and makes light 
of a subject which threatens one 
out of three women on the UNH 
campus. l find it appalling and 
disappoining that such a depiction 
found approval with at least one 
editor if not more. After publishing 
numerous articles on acquaintance 
rape and various other sexual 
assaults that have occurred within 
the past year, how could your 
intelligence and common sense 
have allowed the publication of that 
drawing? 
I find it difficult to express in 
words my frustration, anger and 
disappointment, yet I feel this 
matter needs to be addressed so that 
false images of acquaintance rape, 
like that which your paper has 
portrayed, are not perpetuated and 
popularized in society. Moreover, 
The New Hampshire has a respon-
sibility, as the most widely read 
publication on campus, to present 
facts which are accurate so that your 
readers are educated according to 
truths, not' falsehoods. Acquain-
tance Jape is not a one~ight stand. 
It is a situation in which the,r,ower 
of choke is taken away from the · 
victim. I ask you and others who 
have seen the drawing to view it 
again and this time remove the 
word "acquaintance" from the 
picture. Now, as a portrayal of rape 
does the drawing look accurate? No, 
jt does not and it is not. Acquain-
tance rape is as, if not more 
devastating than stranger rape {or 
.. ' ~t- a:lso. ~~reatens,df not de_st.rnys_ a . 
victim's ability to place trust in, 
acquaintances or frieficls. One would 
awaken no more calmly to the 
presence .of an acquaintance rapist 
in one's bed than one would to a 
rapist who was a• stranger. Furth-
ermore, are we to assume · (as 
depicted) that acquaintance rapes 
only take place when one or both 
parties have been drinking? 
I assume that The New Hamp-
shire had worthwhile motives in 
printing the drawing. However, 
it so obviously -misrepresents rape 
that I can find little room for 
forgiveness in my own heart. As 
a resident assistant it is my job to 
educate the residents who live in 
my dorm. Please help me_ do that 
job more effectively by printing 
accurate and responsible portrayals 
of such a dangerous and devastating 
crime as acquaintance rape. 
• Sincerely, 
Kim M. Tsoukalas 
Editors Note: The New Hampshire 
defends the Forum as a page for 
the free expression of ideas from 
students. However, the articles and 
cartoons printed do not necessarily 
rep.resent the opinions of the 
editorial staff. 
To the Editor: 
It has come to our attention that 
some memb_ers of the University 
community may be confused, or 
misunderstand parts of the Uni-
versity's response to Sexual Assault 
as outliried in the "Interim Judicial 
Procedures." It is important that 
students understand this process, 
?o that those who may be accused 
have a clear picture, and so that 
those who are victims feel comfor-
table bringing forward charges. The 
following is ·a clarification, based 
on the feedback we've received so 
.far: 
If a UNH student, faculty or staff 
member is assaulted or raped, she 
can get immediate . support by 
,. 'Contact,ing a SHARP crisis coun-
selor .through University dispatch 
(1212). Students may want to go 
through their RA or Hall Director, 
or a faculty or staff member they 
trust. Any community member may 
want to go first to Health Services 
or to the Police, as well. Any of these 
"starting points" will put the victim 
in touch with the SHARP crisis 
counselor if she would like such 
support. We very ·much want vic-
tims to pursue tha,c support and we 
wHl honor the wishes of the victim 
at every point in the process. 
Once the victim connected with 
a crisis .counselor, she will have the 
opportunity to make some decisions 
with the help of the counselor. 
Victims of rape will always be 
strongly encouraged to get medical 
attention right away. The victim 
and the counselor (who will be a 
woman in the case of victims who 
are women, a man if the victim is 
a man) will then make decisions 
, about seeking support from others 
like family, talking to the police, 
or bringing charges through the 
judicial system. 
If the victim and her counselor 
decide to bring charges through the 
UNH judicial system, she will have 
the support of a "victim advocate" 
who will be trained through·our 
office to understand the system and 
present cases. The victim will 
choose the "presenter" for her case. 
She may want to be directly in-
volved, or have to advocate or 
another University staff member 
present her case, or both. 
All alleged sexual assault or rape 
cases will be heard by a hearing 
officer during this interim period. 
Those present at a. hearing will be 
the hearing officer and a procedural 
advisor from the Dean's off ice, the 
accused and his advisor, and the 
accuser_s (the victim may wish to 
be at the hearing, or she may elect 
to not be directly involved). The 
hearing will be formal, and all due 
process and procedural parameters 
will be-followed. 
I ~ > -, , •I I ,1 •• 
n '\ '4 "',. 
In the published interim proce~ 
dures, "the dean" is referred to 
several times. In this case, it refers 
to Dean for Student Affairs Gregg 
Sanborn. However, because the 
issues of rape and sexual assault 
are so sensitive to the community, 
we have decided to "team approach" 
all cases that are brought to the 
judicial system. Dean Sanborn and 
I will make decisions, on a case-by- · 
case basis in consultation with 
Associate Dean of Students William 
Kidder, regarding which hearing 
off icr to use from the small pool 
of hearing officers who have been 
selected and trained to hear these 
cases. 
our judicial process as it is related 
to sexual assault will contact me 
at the Dean of Students Office 
(2050). We very much want to ' 
support victi_ms of sexual ass~ult 
and rape, and to provide a judicial 
process for these cases that will be 
· fair and expedient. We want to 
pursue cases of alleged sexual 
assault and rape so that women and 
men can feel safe, and so that we 
get to the truth is as many cases 
as we can. 
I hope that UNH community 
members who have questions abou~ 
Cindy Garthwaite 
Assistant to the 
Dean for Student Affairs 
The N~ Hampshire· 
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University Forum 
Students: a . ceSspool of funds? By Sabra Clarke · 
There are currentiy a lot of 
perceptions, perspectives, and 
politics creating a whirlwind 
of opinions about t-he Field 
House renovations. It is a com-
plicated problem with no easy 
answers. 
President Haaland has said 
that he does not believe students 
will mind paying an extra fifteen . 
dollars tacked on the recreation-
al sports fee. After all, that, in 
his words, only means "passing 
· up two six packs of beer." But 
this .. is not the only fee we are 
required to pay, nor the only 
. increase. We each pay $192.00 
· a year in. mandatory fees in 
addition to tuition, books, etc., 
pooled together totaling about 
$2,016,000 .... That .represents 
a lot of beer. 
Students. need to. know what 
is going on becase it is a question · 
of funds coming out of your 
pockets. · 
· Plans for renovations of the 
facility, built in 1965, have been 
in the works for about ten years. 
In 1986 the university started 
working on a unified proposal 
which incorporated various 
needs: women's gymna'stics 
gym, female locker space, re-
pairs to the roof and a running 
surface ( to replace the dirt) for 
the track in the Paul Sweet Oval, 
equipment issue and laundry 
area, and extra recreational 
gyms (to provide more space 
for co-rec sports). 
The Administration brought 
the final proposal to the state 
legislature, requesting 3.8 mil-
lion dollars from the 1987 
budget. The representatives 
from the university had a good 
idea that the complete project 
would cost a great deal more, 
but made a political decision to 
stick with the 3.8 figure. This 
money was approved by the 
state and we all celebrated. 
·Next came the .question: 
"Where are we going to get the 
rest of the money?" :qi rector 
of Recreational Sports, Mike 
O 'Neil, came to ·rhe Student 
Senate to ask for the extra funds 
because we are the organization 
that votes on whether or not 
to increase student fees. He told 
us that 1.5 million dollars was 
needed because someone forgot 
to include inflation in the initial 
estimates and that if we did not 
vote to support an increase in 
the-rec sport fee of up to fifteen 
dollars in a matter of a few days, 
that we would "lose the extra 
rec gyms for the students." We 
approved ·a ceiling and decided 
that the actual amount would 
be voted on at o~r Senate 
Summer Quorum. At this meet-
ing, all thirteen representatives 
voted against the proposed 
increase i~the student fee and 
shared with President Haaland 
the reason for out action: 
"The rationale for our-action 
comes from th·e perception that 
· too quickly student mandatory 
fees are looked to in order to 
fund capital improvements, 
and that there is no real incen-
tive to seek out alternative 
methods of funding such as: 
private support, planning 
ahead in budgets}or specific 
capital improvements, etc ... In 
addition, assumptions have 
been made that the Student 
Government will allocate such 
special capital improvement 
fees without consultation nor 
involvement of this group's . 
representatives during the. in- · 
itial planning stages of any 
project." 
I probably should not be a 
member of this credit card 
generation because my philo-
sophy is: have your money 
before you go out shopping ( or 
· at least a sure source of where 
it will come from). I have no 
objection to using student fees 
to fund capital improvement 
projects as long as the process 
follows this philosophy. 
I do object to the way in which 
student mandatory fees have 
been used in the past as the easy 
way out of creative fund raising. 
Right now we are paying for the 
MUB renovations and the new 
health facilities through our 
mandatory fees. The temptation 
has been to blend the special 
capital improvement fee in with . 
the department fee and then 
figure inflation increases on the 
whole thing. What this means 
is students end up paying extra · 
for inflation on the debt pay-
- ment' (which does not apply) 
and the department gets extra 
money. 
· gyms. The action· that needs to 
be taken now is that of tracking 
down funds so that the addition-
al gyms can be added in the 
future without an increase in . 
the mansdatory fee. I would like 
to propose that we start an 
optional fee foi- the gym, like 
the athletic ticket or health 
insurance, so that students who 
want the extra gym may help 
out financially, and those who 
do not, do not. I hope that the 
administration would also con-
tribute funds through the uni-
versity's anniversity campaign 
to raise millions of dollars which 
will start in the next year or so. 
UNH spends less on .each 
student that any other state 
university with the exception 
of Maine. If our administration 
is as supportive of this project 
as they claim to be, they will put 
their millions where their 
mouths are and make plans now 
to set aside some money from 
the campaign for future rec 
8yms._ 
Sabra Clarke is the Vice Presi-
dent of the student body 
We will · not-"lose the Field' , ' __ •.- J:> 
House" because of the vote of • ~ ~ 
the Student Senate. The money-~-· , · -~- · · r · ~ 
from the sta. te will pay for the AOM(Y\~ ~ · . . . . {( / 
locker space, Paul Sweet Oval, ~
equipment issue and laundry . ~ . . · 
room, and the women's gym- · · · 
nasties gym, which, by the way, · , ~tf1 
can also be .used for extra rec . 
Peace concessions: worthless? By Kristy Markey 
Good ·n~ws from Managu.a -the Nicaraguan President Daniel 
Ortega gave the opposition newspaper official license to reopen. 
La Prensa has been used by Contra supporters in the United . States 
as an example of Nicaragua's lack· of free speech. 'Thanks to the 
Sandinistas, Contra supporters in' Congress will have to find a better 
reason for funding mercenaries with our much-needed tax dollars. 
This political manuever follows a series of radical changes that 
have occured in Central America over the past summer. Costa Rican 
President Oscar Arias formulated the first comprehensive peac~ 
treaty agreed upon by the five countries affected by war. In August, 
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala and Costa Rica signed 
the plan which contains the following agreements: 
· A cease fire in every country . . 
· National ,reconciliation and general amnesty, allowing all 
revolutioqaries to lay down arms and return to their countries without 
punishment. 
Suspension of military aid from foreign governments 
. Free elections and democratization. 
Reduction of armaments. 
The conditions are to be in effect by November. 8, and will be. 
reinforced by national and international supervision committees. 
The five Presidents will continue to meet in order to evalute their 
progress. 
. Sounds ambitious? Well, at least they'_re willing to try. Which 
is more than can be said about the United States at this point. Despite 
the signing of the peace treaty, Reagan's administration announced 
two week:5 ago that they were requesting 270 million for Contra · 
· Aid this year, 170 million over what they got last year, and more 
than the total amount of overt aid we've given the contras over 
the past four years. Some -of the contra leaders have even expressed 
their desire to cease accepting aid from the U.S. We're giving them 
a bad name and they don't want to be associated with us anymore. 
\ .,- ., :, It'~ -il .. R<l:tJ1edc:go.:v:.erpJJi¢'tj'( tl:r~t.J:ia.s to.be.~il?QW•P.~g ,_tni:.~.group .·. ·. 
of ruthless mercenaries for ,reputation but that's what we've been 
'a UL reduced to, allowing ourselves to be Jead around by fanatic'al leftovers 
'lf'lr of the 50's ,Red Scare era. As the saying goes, give peace a chance, 
but the .government doesn't read bumper stickers. contra Aid will 
only cease when the American people show their anger. Not even 
if the contras themselves actually do stop fighting by November 
8, I'm certain the CI.A can hire a few more misgui_ded souls to continue 
the war, and I have no doubt that they will. Or worse, they might 
actually try a draft, using the .excuse that there's no one left but 
us _Americans to fight for 'democracy.' 
At the end of September, the Congress expects to vote onReagan's 
request, and don't be so su·re their answer will be no because of 
the Iran-Contra scandal. For those of us here at U.N.H, we can 
fight the vote by convincing Senator Warren Rudman to vote no. 
Rudman served on the committee that investigated the Iran. affair 
and has expressed his indecision on the upcoming yore. This Saturday, 
at 1:00 in Concord, the New Hampshire Coalition on.Central Americ'1 
is sponsoring a rally ang. march to the State House. Rudman's secretary 
will be telling him how many of his constituents care enough to 
take a road trip to Concord on a Saturday, so make sure you're there 
to tell him vote no. Take your friends, get a car, bring your car to 
C-lot below the MUB at noon on Saturday and we'll all go together. 
. If you don't have a ride, show up and we'll find you one. This contra 
war is getting ridiculems. It's up to. the people to stop contra Aid. 
Mercenaries consistently censored and shut down La P_rensa three 
. times over the past five years and it has been permanently close 
· since August 1986 after Congress approved 100 million in aid for 
-the contras. Most proponents of Contra aid have since used this 
incident as an example of Nicaragua's lack of free speech, even . 
though there is heavy evidence to suggest that the CJ.A was funding 
La Prensa for propaganda purposes. Pretty gutsy of the Sandinistas, · 
giving the editors another chance. In our country', traitors can be 
shot by a firing squad, and La Prensa openly supported the contras, 
; r.eprinti~g._ar.tfr:~-es writen-in right"wing ~hin~.t~n~~. ,· .,' ',._.. ,_ : ., . , .. 
Kristy Markey is a Senior 
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· These guys aren't going to put Smitty's out of the towing business this way! (Mark Hamilton 
. p~oto) · · I. 
Write news f o·r THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your ·· 
name in print 
What happens with 
your Activity Fee 
59 dollars goes a long way 
By Alex Moll 
Most of the students at UNH 
are familiar with the 59 dollar 
Student Activity Fee they paid 
along with their tuition fot the 
1987-_88 school ye,J.r. The fee is 
·usu~Hy thought of as a manda-
tory bill that pays the running 
costs of certain university a~.-
sociations; 
What most students failed to 
realize, however, is that ulti-
mately this fee would save them 
monty and help support many 
of the most important educa-
tional facilities available on 
campus, according to Patrick 
senate. 
The Student Activity Fee pays 
for most of the managerial 
expenses of ten student-run 
organizations at UNH. Fifty-
nine dollars, collected from 
every una.ergraduate student, ; 
is deposited into _ a reserve · 
account controlled by the Stu-
dent Activity Fee Council said 
Sweeney. 
This money provides approx-
imately 750,000 dollars per 
'academic year to the ten follow-
ing student-run organizations: 
•··--!lll!!!~~~al!l!---.-.11!11■.!1!~~~-----------.... ---------------• 1 Sweeney, Student Activity Fee 
The New Hampshire (Univer-
sity newspaper), The Student -
~ress Organization (publishes 
monthly magazine), WUNH · 
(campus radio station), the 
chairpe:son for the student 
Student Senate, Cool-Aid (a 
crisis prevention hotline), The 
Granite (UNH yearbook), 
mm 
SCOPE, (the School Committee 
on Popular Entertainment), 
MUSO ( the Memorial Union 
Student Organization), PFO 
· ( the Programming Fund Organ-
ization), and SAFO (the Student 
Activity Fee Organization). · 
The allocator of funds for all 
the _organizations is SA.FC, the ~@TI@If . Student Activ.ity Fee Council. SAFC is made up of seve_ral s tu d·e n t a n d no n - s tu de n t ' 
members which include Patrick 
Sweeney, chairperson, Don Har-
ley, Rennee Ramano, Chris 
Germaine, Meghan Michelle, 
and four council before they are 
granted to any one of the ten 
Pflntsand 
--student associations. 
Most: students should be fa-
1 miliar with the"attivities that 
are made available. to them by 
Slides from the same roll 
· the ten SAFC funded organiza-" 
tions. SCOPE., the committee 
in charge of- concert events at 
UNH, brings popular rock 
bands to Durham for low ticket 
, prices. Last Friday SCOPE pres-
ented the Hooters, and INXS 
is scheduled to appear in No-
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's 
· professional Motion Picture film for use 
in your 35mm camera. Nqw you can 
use the same film -with the same 
, . microfine grain and rich color _ . 
saturation~ Hollywood's top studios 
demand. Its wide exposure latitude is 
'perfect for everyday shots. You can 
capture special effects, too. Shoot it in 
bright or low light- at up to 1200 . 
· ASA . . What's more, it's economical. 
And remember, ·Seattle FilmWorks lets 
you choose prints or slides, or both, 
from the same roll. . 
-Try this -remarkable film today! 
Ideal for use in Canon, ,Nikon, 
Minolta, Konica, Oly~pus, Pentax 
. · .. any 35mm camera. 
c J986SFW 
vember. ·· · 
The film series at the MUB, 
·arranged by MUSO, shows qual-
ity films for a one dollar admis-
sion fee. Also through the SAF, 
students .are provided with a 
"free" school newspaper bi-
weekly and a "free" yearbook 
upon graduation . 
The Student Senate requires . 
the largest percentage of money 
from SAFC. Mote than a quarter 
of aU funding is given to the 
Senate, which provides students 
· • 1111 - -1111 ·1111 _ 1111_ 1111 1111 1111 1111 _ with free legal services. 
REE I d O&C Last year the Senate also I F . ntro uctory •• er 1· revised the search and seizure . - ·. · rule, protecting the rights of-, · D RUSH me two 20,exposure rolls of Kodak MP film - campus students in their dorm _ 
I fqr my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2,roll starter pack . · I rooms. · including Eastman 5247® ~nd 5294~ Enclosed is $2 for Although the money from the .
1 
postage ancl handling. 
1 
SAF supports activitie!i that 
. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed affect every student's life, most 
people are ignorant about . how 
I .. NAME ______________ --'----- .I the funds are distributed accord-., · - j'ng to Sweeney. Sweeney said "1 have never seen better ADDRESS ______________ ;___ he is concerned with student 
nd ha b k !I - I opinion of the fifty-nine dollar 'pictures. A - ·1 ve · een ta , ing CITY __ ~ ___ STAJE __ ZIP_~-- activity'fee. _. 
. .{. ·.' · ,' - -~~--,,--=--"==----- "Students aren't really aware . 
: pictures JOY many, many years. ' I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks . '. . M_ EM~ER .I of where theii;- money is going", 
Am 100% sold!" 500 Third Ave~ w. he said, "I'd like to keep more 
Justin Buckley I P.O.Box34056 ~~ . ··1 people up to date:" ·. 
Seattle, WA 98124 MARKETING ASSOCIATION Sweeney said he hopes to -see 
Panama City Beach, FL Lookforthissymbol an increased knowledge of the . 
I when you-shop by ma"il. 1· student activity fee with the _ _ . . . . upcoming publication of a pam- . (" 
. Kodak, 524 7 and ,294 are rracle1mrks ot Easnn,111 Kodak Co. S~anle CODE phlet about the SAF b the : 
• FilmWorks 1s wholl¥ separare tr,lm rhe. q1,111uta(rurer. Pro(ess ECN-1!. . - · _ d _ _  Y ._• ' 
. J.,v;~~ ' L.t.__.:♦,_.·;'.'t''-'V'-"-'·"·=:"'~"-L.C.l"-4=-t;,'-'-.""A-"-';,·,-'-'~-;-'-'\~'--":,O,_...',;,,"'--_,-.,e-'--.,,,-'-'t·~"-"~'-"\\1---''l'-"-',-(!_•.(1_4.l--',~-'-i~-~ - · ,-'-_ .. -~:" ~ ... -~ ... ~~'-:-'·~-~-t-Q B'tftfA•--- ~- llfl.1111," ... ,i' f,- -~ 'i ., ' ~~•;i~;~~',(e:1~~-*s;~!~~;"; .. ,.-,~~4:rr~'.\l',;'1~,-4·1/_~tl, 
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The · 1988 _Granite yearbook staff is 
holding meetings for all those interested . in 
· any aspect of yearbook production: 
· L~yout staff meeting 
M9nday, September 28 ·, 
-6:30pm 
Sports writing st~ff meeting-
·T uesday ,' $ept~mber 29 
· 7:15pm 
Photography staff meeting 
- Wednesday,, September 30 · 
, 6:30pm 
Advertising staff meeting . 
/ 
Wednesday, September 30 _ 
7:00pm 
-
Literary staff meeting 
Thursday, October 1 
4:00pm 
\ 
All meetings will be· held in MUB · 125. If ·you 
· ) .· . are interested in yearbook workb-ut can nOt attend · 
· · a meeting, call 862-1599. All work will be • · 
compensated~ · ·. · 
' I • • • ' ~ ' ',- • 'I 
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. O'Riley's "Eubius and F/0restan '' Inspire 
Christopher O'Riley 
Johnson Theater, PCAC 
September 18, 1987 
By Jim Carroll 
Christopher O'Riley is a 
young and abundantly talented 
pianist. That much is more than 
obvious. It is also obvious that 
Mr. O'Riley loves his work. A 
graduate of the New England 
Conservatory of Music, he has· 
won prizes in international 
competitions throughout North 
· America and Europe, and has 
·appeared as soloist with sym-
phony orchestras across the 
country. His recital in the 
Johnson theater,on Friday ev-
ening, marking the first event 
in this year's celebrity series, 
displaying a mixture of the wit, 
- experience, and love for music 
he mus~ have gained through 
his studies and performances. 
To ste.il a phrase froµi Andres 
Segovia and apply it from the 
guitar to the piano, Mr. O'Ri-
ley's playing is a clear example 
· of an "orchestra in miniature." 
Schumann often described his 
compositions by using the 
names Eusebius, the gentle and 
poetic spirit, and Fforestan, the 
fiery and passionate. His des-
cription of .,. the first piece, 
"Arabeske," as being Eusebius, 
the second, "Tocatta," as being 
Florestan, and the third, "Da-
vidsbundlertanze," as being a 
mixture of the two, was excel-
lent. 
The "Ar~beske" ·was a light 
· and melodic p1ece played with 
a swaying he.ad and swells of 
vqlume that were incredible 
considering the appa,rent lack 
of amplification. It was a: short 
and very satisfying piece. 
The second piece, "Tocatta," 
came crashing in after the first 
was quietly let to rest. Clearly 
.meant to reperesent Florestan, 
the "Tocatta" was characterized 
by swiding scales and much . 
volume. It is almost amazing 
that through such loud trnd fast 
playing O'Riley is able to retain 
total control of the piano, 
making the difficult seem easy. 
the university has been so proud 
of this year has a flaw. It does 
not damp one of the strings 
properly. ,. 
As a solution to this problem, 
Christopher Keyes, a member 
of the. UNH music department, 
sat on a stool next to the piano 
for the entire second half of the 
'iecital and damped the string 
with his finger when necessary. 
O'Riley introduced Keyes ·as 
being a wonderful pianist who 
"has much better things to do 
than this." 
With that, the second half of 
the recital· began. O'Riley sub-
stituted a collection of Raval 
waltzes for the Schoenberg suite 
he· did not learn over the 
summer. To begin, he played 
'Valises Nobles" and "Senti-
mentales," two pieces that had 
already been on the program, 
and then he played "Gasopard · 
de la Nuit" which consisted of 
' the three parts . "Ondine," "le . 
Gilbet," and "Scarbo." One 
m,ovement melted into another, 
making it seem· like one hour 
_ long piece, ranging from the soft 
and subtle to the crashing. 
Beginning the evening with 
an anouncement of a few 
changes in the eveninis pro-
gram, O'Riley explained that 
he would not perform the 
Schoenberg during the second 
-half of the concert because it 
· was a summer project he did not 
complete. "You can go water 
skiing, or you oart learn Schoen-
berg;'' he said with a smile. . 
The "Davidsbundertanze," 
suppo·sedly a mizture of Euse-
bius and Florestan, was exactly 
that. Playing with a heavy and 
hard left hand and a more subtle 
and soft right hanq.,'O'Riley's 
playing was almost humorous 
as he vascillated between the 
two personalities. 
. The end of the recital proper 
was marked by a performance 
of Liszt's "Mephisto Waltz," 
an arrangem~nt by the compos-
er Busoni that O'R.iley claims 
he learned when he was twelve. 
Sometim·es accenting the 
rhythm of the piece with this 
feet, it · was a very spirited 
performan<;e and a fitting end 
to a wholly satisfying concert. 
Pianist Christopher O'Riley performed Friday in the Johnson 
Theater. 
By way of introducing the first 
half of the evening's program, 
three pieces by Schumann , 
· O'Riley -first explained Schu-
mar,m' s desire to be a writer as 
. well as a composer. He said tha_t 
A problem arose during the 
third Schumann piece. At one 
point, a string continued to 
vibrate after O'Riley had 
damped it. It. seems that the 
beautiful new concert piano that 
After many obligatory bows 
to athe audience O'Riley played 
one encore, ironically a Liszt 
arrangement of the Schubert 
waltz "Soiree de Vienne." 
"More waltzes, I can't stop 
1 dancing,"' he explained. _Left to 
himself, it seemed as though he 
may continue to p)ay waltzes 
all night . 
Christopher O'Riley's F~~day 
night concert was an excellent 
beginning to this year's Celeb-
rity Series. Not only was it an 
ins pi red performance by an 
inspired performer, it is also 
an indication of the high quality 
of performers who take part in 
the series events. The season 
was begun properly. 
Field House RoCks With . The Hooters 
The Hooters 
UNH Field House 
September 18, 1987 
By,Alex Berger · 
picked up in the second half with 
a blast from the past as they 
played one of their bigger hits, 
"Day By Day." The encore 
cooked as ~·And We Dance.cl," 
The Beatles' classic "Lucy In The 
, •It may have been cold and Sky With Diamonds," a-la-
rainy outside last .Frtda'y' night, Hooters, !'Where Do The Child-
but inside the Field House it was ren Go," and "All You Zombies" 
definitely hot as the Hooters , were played in rapid fire sue-
played the first ·rock concert of cession. The Hooters really 
-the new school year at ~NH. rocked and the crowd loved it. 
The crowds started to gather The band started their tour 
outside of the Field House at hete on the east mast and will 
7:00 p.m., but the doors didn't qe wHl be going to Europe and 
actually open undLquarter of J~pan before returning to the 
eight. The opening band, Treat U.S .. to finish the tour around 
Her Right, a .local group from Christmas. With a schedule like 
Boston, took the stage . twenty that, it's not surprising that the 
· · minutes late and put on a group has nicknamed this the 
medioci:e show for this crowd, "No Way Home" tour. · 
leaving people in their seats, Eric and Rob, the heart and _ 
anxious for an end to their set. soul of the quin~e·t, have been 
When the Hooters hit the stage, playing together since 1980 
all else was forgotten. when they met in a class at the 
The Hooter'dead singer Eric University of Pennsylvannia. 
Bazillian and keyboardist Rob They became The Hooters in 
Hyman seem to be as opposite 1983 and got their first big break 
as ·day and night in persoq, but when they were the first band 
on stage, the two work as a'team to play at the Philadelphia end 
to crank out some of the newest of 1985 's Live Aid concerts: Eric 
and most original mµsic today. commented that, "Live Aid was 
The "One Way Home" tour not just a normal gig, it was an 
is The Hooters' first solo tour, event. _You just ~an't imagine 
having opened for such bands what it'·s like.'' They consider 
custo.µ1-made q9.uble necked 
guitar/acoustic mandolin, and, 
their namesake, the hooter, a 
piano-like mouth organ. _ .. •· 
Be·cause they use so mran~ 
different instruments, they 
don't rely on mixing much and 
are as impressiv~ _live as in the-
studio. In response to a question 
about the possibility of a live 
album in the future, Eric and 
Rob responded, "We are a live 
baQ.d," and continued to state 
that someday a live album with 
all new material may be re-
leased. 
· People often look.to the band 
fo:r advice according to Eric, who 
feels that he is jh' a position to 
· react. "The message is through 
~he music," Eric says, adding 
that he wants people to "stay 
healthy and positive." When 
asked about d1i'eir newest hit 
si.ngle "Johnny B.," as to it's 
meaning, they say that it's about 
anything that people . do in 
excess (SCOPE promo for the 
next concert?), "things that 
keep calling you back." Asked 
if it might be about the l~te John 
Belushi, Rob responds that it 
· fits the story, but that it's not. 
about that. · 
as Loverboy and Bryan Adams the sho'Y to be a major· stepping · · Eric and Rob's writing 
phi-
in the past. The Hooters pres- stone in their career. losophy is simple, "We
 just 
ented oh this tour are much To the delight of many fans, The Hooters rocked the field house One thing that sets the Hoot- write. It's funny, we jus
t sit 
different then the band pres- Friday night. (Cra_ig Parker photo) ers apart form other bands .is down and let it happen ..
. bas-
ented on the Nervous Night their original use of instru- ically, it just comes out." Fri
day, 
album. In an interview with ing and that while Nervous The quintet started off the ments. Along with the basicq they were able to apply t
his 
Bazilliari and Hyman before the .Night was a collection of 45's, show with several songs from guitar, keyboards, _and qrums, philosophy to concert per
for-
show_, they commented that th·e One Way Home album is their new disc, including 'John- they employ such instruments · mance and the results w
ere 
'' tkeir·mu:sit ~t s cerls'\aiitly,Ehaing:r-:. a'-'3 :t --typ~re~oi'd. ·~,< ·,·, , ,' I< ) -ct n" B:'\ a,nd ·;s~teUit€.",'I_h~ $h,@~1f .,; ~~ a.,4c9>-1 dj~n, 1 rj\~.n;d.o_li111t ~, a ', \ ~:Pe<i~ClWJ-rt:,,,: T( / •-. ,1~ /• \ ,.'F, · 
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_ ambitious in all aspects of his 
life. Carroll is perfect as the . 
condescending counterpart to 
the inexperienced Treplev. 
Polina and Dorn (played by 
Mary· Ruth Lynn and John 
Hutson) are splendid in their 
supporting roles. The one fault 
I can find · involves a supposed 
secret love between the two that 
1 is revealed ip the first act.· But 
after this scene, it is never 
mentioned again. This is, of 
course, no fault of theirs, but 
it still left me confused. 
The Seagull: (1 tor) John Hutson, Abbie Johnson, Patricia 
Bytnes, and Maggie Griffith (Sarah low photo) 
Although he plays a small 
part, I was very impressed by 
John Kane in the role of Med-
vedenko. Kane is the quintes-
s~ntial, wide-eyed child trapped 
in an adult's body. He never fails 
to _get a Jaugh with his antics. 
Durham Stage Company director Edward Langlois has 
Anton Chekhov's The Seagull done an admirable job with this 
Kris Carmichael has a lovely 
voice and plays the Spectre, a 
character not in the original 
version of Chekhov's play. She 
is an ominous figure and is a key 
facor in some crucial scenes, 
but the Spectre s_truck me as 
distracting during important 
dialogue. (When on stage, and 
sometimes off, she is always 
By Robert Halhyorth · very talented cast. · 
Maggie Griffith plays Arkad-
ina, the conceited, stingy, and . 
pompous mother of Treplev. 
We se.nse in her character that 
she is an aging woman grasping 
on to her fading youth. Griffith 
is .convincing and delightful. 
For the next three weekends, 
!The Mill Pond ·Center will be 
.hosting The Durham Stage 
Company's production of Anton 
Chekhov's "The Seagull." I 
think it would be a sham~ou 
missed it. .. 
The play is set in the summer 
of 1913 in the Russian country-
side. It is sometimes ligh_i:-
hearted, sometimes morose, and 
looks at the lives of several 
intriguing characters. Through-
out, it says something to al.l of 
us about art and its role in our 
lives. Chekhov himself called 
it "A comedy with three female 
parts, six male . parts, four acts, 
a landscape, much talk about 
"' literature and five tons of love." 
Love is definitely a vital 
aspect of this play. It is the 
irresistible force that changes 
the lives of all of the characters, 
usually for t·he worse. Arkadina 
loves Trigorin, but Trigiorin · 
loves Nina; Treplev loves Nina, 
but Nina loves Trigorin; Masha 
loves Treplev, but decides to · 
marry Medvedenko to forget 
about· him; M~dvedenko is hap-
py to be married to Masha, but 
Masha t.reats him like dirt. Love 
interest _piles upon love interest 
and the characters make deci-
sions that could come back to 
haunt them. The play grabs your 
attention and keeps 'you guess-
ing how it will end. 
As for the performances, 
Patricia Byrnes plays the 
depressed, near suicidal drunk-
ard, Masha. Although Masha 
is sometimes funny and some- · 
times despicable, Byrnes _is 
alway_s impressive. Her best 
scenes deal with strong emo-
tions and self-pity. 
Norman Lambert plays the 
young writer Treplev. Although 
Lambert is at times too melo-
dramatic or flowery, it is usually 
due to dialogue such -as 'Tm still 
floating about in a chaotic world 
of dreams and images ... " Over-
all, despite the context of his 
dialogue, he is powerful. 
Sorin, played by Donald C. 
Labranche, is a delightful old 
man. He has some of the funn-
iest lines, and interacts beau-
tifully with the entire cast. ' 
. The outrageoulsy vociferous 
Shramayev is done justice by 
Miles Daley. Daley is always 
amusing and has a tendency to 
steal scenes when presented the 
opportunity. His non-stop story 
telling and Peter Lorre-ish 
accent help convey the image 
of a loud-mouth clown. · 
. Walter Carroll plays the ac-
tive writer Trigorin. Trigorin 
is cleve~ and charming _and 
singing). . 
Last, and certainly not least, 
is Abbie Johnson as Nina. As 
far as I'm concerned this play 
belongs to her. She uses, to the 
,furlest, her fa~ial expressions 
to relate her innocence and 
genera'! good naturedness. Al-
though the others are fine actors 
in their rights, they are at their 
very best with her. She has an 
undefinable quality about her 
that brings out the best in all 
of the players. Even some of 
Treplev's most sentimen,tal 
lines are passable when she is 
involved. In a nutshell, she is 
captivating and wonderful. 
With this much acting talent 
and a 
1
playwright such as Chek-
hov, you can expect your mo-
ney's worth; and with this 
production of "The Seagull" you 
get much, much more than that. 
. Performances are held Friday 
and Saturday beginning a 8:00 
p.m. and on Sundays beginning 
at 7: 30 p.m. Dinner is also 
offered before the show on 
Friday and Saturday. A weeks 
notice is required for . 
dinner/ theatre. For more in-
formation, call 868-2068. Don't 
· miss it! 
Stone Church 
Full Metal Jacket 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Dehumanization. We have 
Gandhi's Lunchbox (pictured above), The Monsignors,and 
Steakhouse·are featured this Thursday, Sept. 24, at "The New 
Rock Buffet at The Stone Church in Newmarket.1:->oors open 
_.at-8op.m. an0ra€l~issio1il;1imited to those 2,1.vand oy~lj,)$·,$3¼90~:,,;,, 
,\~f ./ .~ ¾b1 ~~ 1 : :r .t'. r.', J .)t: "\', l ; } ~ · _, ·J ~'-• .:•1 ·; :, ... ·. -+_r .... { _;j 'Jll' ~r . .,,'i t}~ . 
' all experienced it in one form 
qr another (anyone who has 
been through registration 
knows just what I mean). Psy-
chologists tell us that if a person 
is treated constantly in a sub-
human manner, he or she will 
begin to act in a sub-human 
·· : manner (as proof, I offer Stoke 
Hall): Dehumanization is lar-
gely what Stanley Kubrick's 
"Full Metal Jacket" (and much 
of Kubrick's cinema as a whole) 
deals with. In this fierce film, 
Kubrick displays that he ,under-
stands what the military has 
long understood: if men are to 
be expected to cope with an 
experience as dehumanizing as 
Vietman (in this .case), they 
must, in effect, become sub-
human . . 
The first segment of the film, 
which is perhaps a full third of 
the film, is occupied with por-
traying t_he mindset that is 
§Wff t~alf11t.01 \>~~RP1[,.,~-,'J~a(,i , , ean KH rn macl#1ne . -to 
.~ 'S,f i! I ' \/ '{ f . ' J~. 1', r .+J l, f"' "J' · - ;· 
quote tne ftlm)-1.e., u . .:,."Marine 
Screil:mingTrees 
Screaming Trees 
Even']/ And Especially When 
SST Records 
By Ric Dube 
"Transfiguration" is the. first 
cut on Screaming Trees second 
record, Even If And Especially 
When . The sa:ng drifts thr9ugh 
psychedelic clouds of fuzz, and 
incomprehensible chaos. The 
vocals roll and the bas$-· and 
drums rock. Here is w,here the 
tone is set. It continues through-
out. , 
SST Records is the most 
important independant label 
in the country. If you're an artist 
on SST, you're respected, your 
records contain quality f!}Usic, 
· are pfickaged nicely, and distrib-
D;ted widely. SST doesn't release 
crap. 
spm~ . 
Great cuts include the fast 
paced "World Painted", "The 
· Pathway" and "In the Forest". 
The songwritii;:i,g emphasis 
seems to be on 'presence; being 
aware of it and it's surroundings, 
and how ii can feel to sometimes 
lose that awa:re.ness, Heaven 
forbid ( or even permit, in this 
case anyway). · 
Often in a band of this kind, 
one or two m11sicians push the 
whole thing _ forward ·while the 
other two or three hold it all 
together. Not so with Screaming 
Trees. All for one, one for all, 
seems to be the .motto h·ere, 
they're all o:ut of control, but 
uniformly so. Gary Lee Connor,s' 
long winded a,nd .penetrating 
guitar chords are distinguished 
by 'van Connors' individuating 
but crawling bass melodies. The 
With some of the best records drumming (Mark Pickerel) 
of the year under their preval- keeps everybody in key as to how 
entl'y wide wais,tline (flRE- long the song has been going 
HOSE, Dinosaur, Lawndale, on, and Mark Lanegan moans 
MeM Puppets), SST are in the a Ted Nugent/ Steve ~iller kind 
middle of a bountiful harvest of narration (listen to "Cold 
~f rock delights. Screaming Rain"). 
Trees are one such sprout from Screaming Trees are from 
the greenhouse. Ellensburg, Washington, a tiny 
In 1985 the Trees released ·a town. where, to the best of 
cassette 'through their own anyone's knowledge, nothing 
eJ.fort. A six song EP on Vel- has ever happened. Reasonably 
vetone Records followed, and ~speaking, these guys should be 
now their current LP boasts hanging in suspended anima:. 
their strongest material to date. tion or talking about Watergate 
The tired cliche is that they play while playing with hula hoops. 
80's pop with a 60's sensibility. But instead, it's reassuring and · 
The truth is that this is driving refreshing to hear ·such excep- · 
punch that moves full throttle, · tional rock coming froni the far 
featuring a fat intensity that . northw'est'. ... Definitely look into 
buzzes the mind and curves the this one. 
Kubrick'S.·. /acRet 
bootcamp. The first images in · Kubrick's handling of these 
the film are the expressionless early scenes is brilliant. He 
faces of the recruits (or "mag- creates an oppressive and, not . 
gots", as they will be called until to belabor the point, inhuman 
they leave boot camp) as their setting, tightly framing the faces 
hair is unceremoniously shorn and harshly lighting the bar-
down to stubble. racks, allowing us to see what 
The drill instructor (played we may. already have suspected; 
by Lee Ermey, who was a real that not even dust is allowed 
D.I.) is a whirlwind of brutality, in the Marines. 
profanity, and military madness; Kubrick soon begins to zero 
he never talks, he screams, and in on two of the recruits: Private 
if there is an opportunity to "Joker" (so named because he 
work in two or three four-letter dared to wise off to the sergeant, 
words, he sure doesn't .miss it. and received a blow to the 
He pouhds it into the platoon's stomach in return), played by 
head that they are n0 longer Matthew Modine, and Private 
men- they are, Marines (or "Gomer Pyle", played by Vin-
Maggots), and Marines have cerit D'Onofrio, who because 
o?ly one purp~se: kill, or _be of his rotundity . and stupidity, 
-~1li~~t_ ,4<;.P,~ndi,n9 ~n . 'Y~!~P . ~~cqme~ ~he· se.;geant's ~hip-
-~u:1~~r.1~·m ?1i-~-~r f'10I?~~~ret·~n,a pfrig -~.Qt_ P,f!~?~~J~½el}_!!~~J~ 
_1atfdv'~·aH~ d_2n t tl\ mkaooµt why. _ -~~:~"~_ M' I _r ,, .-, r,~, . ' .\ _t,, '·' 7'~, ! -, "i 'I 
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Savov Truffle Don't SNif Or-Die 
Savoy Truffle: Brian Dionne, Dave'Bailey, Ned Chase, and Dave 
Gerard (1 tor) 
By Deb Morton This brings out a concern of 
The name "Savoy Truffle" Bailey's, "The more gigs we get, 
has been· around since the fall the less time we have to practice. 
of 1984, but the reformed "Sa- . And the less time we have to 
voy Truffle" of only a year has · practice;rhe less time we have 
begun successfully rocking clubs, to learn new songs." He is 
paqies and weddings through- concerned the regular followers 
out·New Hampshire and Maine ·of the "Truffle". will become 
and has rioyv .set its sights on tired of the same cover sets. 
Massachusetts. , Gerard agrees that the con-
. BetweenJuly and September sistency of their wedding gigs 
of 1986, Dive Gerard (lead asoflate,hasputthem"offtrack 
vocals, guitar) and Da,ve_ Bailey because we needed to learn the 
(bas~, voc.als) bonded with Ned quiet stuff." 
Chase (guitar, vocals and Brian Once they have more time on 
Dionne (drums, vocals) to form _their hands, original ma·terial 
a c_on;ipletely new "Savoy Truf- is in the cards for the "Truffle." 
fle'! with the perfect blend of For the time being, "Savoy 
personalities and musical in- Truffle" takes pride in their vast 
terests. Th~ "Truffle" has ex- selection of music. Among their 
panded its work from only rock- selections of artists are Little 
ri.-roll to a wider range, with the Feat, The Band, Bob Marley, 
~ddition of reggae, fun( swing, The Neville Brothers and.Duke 
rhythm and blues, and soul. Ellington. 
The "Truffle" has accelerated We play a song because it's 
Surf M.C.'s 
Surf Or Die 
P~file Records 
By Arthur_Lizie 
It's a great idea: mix together 
two of the most enjoyable forms 
of rock music, surf and rap, and 
you get double the fun; right? 
Unforturiately, wrong. On their 
debut Profile album Surf Or Die, 
Surf M.C's offer up a formidible 
mixture of the two forms, but 
instead of the Run-D.M.C. 
meets The Ventures, we get a 
predictable, sterile melange 
which attempts to ·capitalize not 
only on the surf and rap crowd, 
· but also on the growing legions 
of skateboarding fans. ' 
The album cover is deceiv:ing 
because it looks like so much 
fun. You think, "Maybe they'll 
ask me to join them down at the 
beach to hang ten and make up 
some silly rhymes." If the dudes 
do ask, don't do it, stay home 
and watch "Gidget" reruns 
instead. , · 
The dudes in question are 
Paul Rodriguez, Ivan Mumm, 
Tony Gilmour, and special gu-
est(?) Phill Ketner. The b'and 
hails from Santa Monica, mean-
ing that surf is probably closer 
to their heart, but rap is closer 
to tfieir wallets. Has the west 
coast produced ~ good rap group 
yet? 
The music, as one might 
expect, contains rapping vocals 
and a modernistic wave of surf 
guitar anchored by a beatbox 
type drum rhythm: At their best, 
the group brings to .- mind The 
Untouchables, at their worst, 
a mixture of 6illy Ocean with 
The Fat Boys. The group's 
weakest point is lyrics. Where 
most other rappers try to be 
funny or at least brag so others 
can make fun of them, the Surf 
M.C.'s lyrics are mostly irrele-
from a part-time band· to "just a quality song, not because it's 
below full-time," according to . what ,people warn -to hear," 
Dionne. They were averaging Bailey said in reference to their 
approximately five gigs per avoidance of Top 40 material. 
month when they began. Now Even with original material 
they play up to sixteen gigs per lacking at this point, "Savoy 
month. Truffle" posses_ses a large fol- it isn't the dance fest that one 
Although they have come a lowing. They will break into the might expect from one of Prin-
long way in a short period of Massachusetts area for their ce's flock, it is an enjoyable blend 
time, they have mucb room left first time with a gig at "Th~ of slight rhythms, breezy vocal 
to expand. According to Gerard, - Grog" in Newburyport on Sep- . 'melodies, and quirky instrumen-
"We have demo tapes circular- tember 26th. Ye't another big tation. · 
ing, but none with original · step in the expansion of "Savoy As it turns out, Wendy seems 
material." Truffle." · to be the one in control. Her 
-.----------~ presence on the better lead , 
Wendy and Lisa 
Columbia Records 
'By Arthur Lizie 
The · f irs.t words sung in the 
title, song from Prince's pop . 
break through album 1999 did 
not originate from the lips of 
his Purple: Majesty, rather ,they 
were from the mouth of one 
Wendy Melvoin. Wendy and her 
J?~l ,Lisa ,½,<?J~mt1n 1 wet_~ f1'?, \~-
. i_eg~;il_ J?ar,t"9fJ h~ pand, .,oo\ q~ly 
for their musical talents, but also 
because they were female. 
, Prince is sex, sex sells , and, 
although Prince's sex might sell 
· to some of both sexes, there arc · 
still some who can be sold only 
Wendy and Lisa's_sexual per-
suasion. They were two birds 
· killing one stone, so to speak. 
Unlike others in similar si-
tuations, Wendy and Lisa were 
not in the band only for their 
I 1,opk§; ~;tjq ~qey; P~O~f.,in ,0/1, tlhe;r 
~e~f titl~q Aeh_ut ~-P,· -~lt~p~t~ 
vocals,. in addition to guitar and 
bass far outweigh Lisa's contri-
bution on vocals and keyboards. 
In the songwriting end, they 
pretty much' share the load with 
old friend Bobby'Z. Lyrics run 
the mainstream love found/ lost 
mode, with a few minor excep-
tions. 
The first single "Waterfalls" 
is the most Prince-like tune on 
the record. It's dancy, has heavy 
drums, and a catchy melody. 
Sure to be a smash. 
A great bet for the second 
single is the album's best song, 
"Sideshow." In it, Wendy amply 
displays her lack of voeal range, 
but m~kes up for that fact by 
an impressive command of the 
vocal melody. The background 
vocals also contribute to the 
wonderfully catchy tune. 
Other enjoyable tunes include 
"St~y," a dreadfully slow ballad 
a la "Purple Rain," "White," 
an incidental instrumental feat-
uring sax, and "Everythibg But• 
You," which features a wond-
erfully jazzy introduction. 
Wendy and Lisa is a good 
beginning. If they enjoy as much 
success, or at least as much press 
as some of Prince's other off 
shoot projects, the duo should 
stay in the public eye for quite 
.a while. Rumor has it that they'll 
,O.fien Jh-is . wint~r oi;i ,the long'1 
a.wai\e.~i"'
1 Pd-ncJ .roJr:' Sfay' tuilec:L l-
·~- • ~ i.::a t.• .' ... ~ f'~'<:•.T"·Q:;•1,1·.r:,-4_ 
vane. 
The record's best song, "This 
Surf Is Live," features other 
musicians. On this crack it is the 
playful bass of .E-Rock and the 
melodic gujtar and sax of M 
Bomb which carry the tune, ·not 
the Surf M.C.'s own talents. 
. ;,Gotta Bet Air," although highly 
boring lyridy, is interesting if 
only for the metal overtones and 
a gnarly solo, man. The rest of 
the tracks run the gamut from 
,sligh~ly interesting to tol~rable. 
. W-tth Surf O~ Die the Surf 
M.C:'s had a pretty' good idea, 
b1;1r somehow, the end product 
did not turn out as well as it 
shouJd have: Maybe next time 
they'll spend less time surfing 
and more time coming up with 
good sone: ideas. · 
~-JACKET-· ---
(continued.from page 16) 
help Pyle, but his incompete[].ce · · 
causes the rest of the platoon, devastating, with the camera · 
including Joker, to beat him up twisting and slithering through · 
after the sergeant punishes the the rubble and twisted steel of 
whole group for Pyle's lack of the city. The incredible agony 
progress. of t.ne sniper's victims comes 
It's hard not to feel sorry for across in a series of slow motion 
Pyle, but it is also 'to see the shots of the gunfire decimating 
platoon's motivation; it's easier one of the soldiers as his com-
to be cruel to Pyle than it is to rades hear his anguished moans .. 
face the wrath of the sergeant, It is by no means a pleasant . 
.so to hell with him. sequence; it is, however, ex-
In the rest of the film we tremely effective in showing 
· follow Private Joker over in how Joker could feel justified 
Vietman. He is a combat cor- in killing the girl who is respon-
respondent, assigned to write sible. 
cleaned up stories for the folks Scenes such as this are crucial 
back home, so he never gets to in this film for revealing char-
do any of the f1ghting. However.; acter motivations; -without · 
when the Vietcong begin the them, we would be at too great 
Tet offensive, his killer training a distance from the characters, 
is put to the test. He and the because Kubrick doesn't let us 
rest of his squad find themselves get very close to them. The 
in the city of Hue, where one characters are thrown at the 
by one, the men are being picked audience without our being able 
. off.by a sniper, who is some- to understand them or even like 
where in a building near where . or dislike them, just as the men 
they are patrolling. The survi- themselves are thrown into 
v.ors finally .catch the sniper, <:ombat with other m(;!n they 
who turns out to be a Vietna- know nothing of. Kubrick 
mese girl,who Joker kills. After knows that war is nothing if not 
the killing, he observes, "What random and impersonal. 
you do, you become." Private As always.with a new.Kubrick 
Jo,k:er has become fully dehu- film, responses have run from 
manized. ., . · one end of the spectrum to-the 
Kubrick's handling of the other. The most common (and 
Vietnam portions of the film obvious) criticism hasl>een that 
is 'seldom less than stunning. the film is too cold·, that we · 
· After the boot camp sequence, never get to know the charac-
he slows the pace temporarily, ters. Of cou,rse, as we've seea, 
while Joker goes about his duties · this is just the point . . T,he 
as a correspondent. Gradually, Marines doesn't produce "char-
chough,, we move back towards acters", it produces killers. Now, 
the horror. · this is less a criticism of the 
One particularly disturbing Marines than a pratical reali~y 
sequence occurs shordy after of war; deep thinking .characters 
the Tet offensive begins. Joker don't win battles. Kubrick eas 
and his photographer are being no more a vendetta against the 
shuttled in a helicopter to the' Marines in "Full Metal Jacket" 
action. As they stand silently than he had against the space 
in the copter, a machine gunnrr program in "2001: A Space 
fires away at Vietnamese pea- Odyssey". · · 
sants working in the fields.Joker It is always a humbling ex-
asks him if he realizes that he's perience to see a Kubrick film; 
shooting at women and child- such is the· power of his vision. 
ren, and he laughs maniacally, Don't miss the chance to see 
saying ''.¥eah!, Ain'1t ~wa-r hell?,"• • ,' \Full ]M:etalJ.acd~.€t; ' O°'-ia )bj:g 
The Hue battle scenes are screen, in all its raw glory. . 
i 
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·MOTHER GOOSE & GRl·MM by Mike Peters 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke. Breathed 
V/Fm/AtlY 5CR/Prt.65S, 
OUR PROrA&ONIST WANPEKS 
me Wtt.P&KN€55 0r TH€ 
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· An impressionist who · 
was kidnapped in Beirut 
last Weclnesday .. 
NO 5TOf<Y. .. NO Pfllt()G(/€. .. 
NO /S5(/€5 ... NO 171€M£5 ... 
Ht'S C0MP/,£1ElY 
WITHOVT' PIKECTION , .. 
fl€ 15 NOT, HOWl3/0?, 
Wfll-l(}(JT H/5 Nee11t.e-:if/ARP 
!N~TINCTS FOi( A SNAPPY 
"'COU(<SE, 1 11NE)Cf "ni\NG 11 
IGNORED IT YA ~NOW li'5: 
'11L iHE t--lE')(, 





\/UBLll ~P..D\O ! 
apparently 
·escaped fn,m 
· his captors ... 
l I 
MeTIIPHOR,. 
By Doug Marlet_te 






EARL., AN l-i£S£Z:" 
i.JUP.,N\i.b-, l-tONEY, 
1"1-il~ -OME. l.E"f'S . 
. DO LA M/XZE ~ 
1'8U11 kt-JOWED !'D 
LOS'f HIM ~OREVER 
'N\-\€N HE FED ME 
A P~51A D\SH HE 
MJ>...VE \-\\SSELF ! ... 
11 
RAYB08RA1CHerf-
ye-r AN<J11-IER VI (11M -
OF BLJBBACIOE ! 








·Hair And Skin Care 
"or Th; Fa,,,11,, 
3S Main St • Durham 
868-7051 
\ 
~ ................... , ............................ ~ 
~ ·wanted Tuto_rs- Counselors for Academic ~ 
~ Year . . ~ 
. ~ -Rewarding work ! 
~ ~ Tutor and counsel High School~ 
~ Students ~ 
· ~ -Training pro:vided ~ 
~ -6 or 12 hours a week ~ 
~ work study preferred &[ ~ i Upward Bound 1562 i . ~ 
~ ' - ! 1 · ~ I · ;::I 




Kaplan's LSAT prep 
course helps more students 
score "'over 40" than any 
other test prep firm any- · 
where. Call! 
JKAPLAN 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL GNTER lTD. 
NH dass· starts 10/11. . 




For your come11ie11r1·. Kinko's is 
open early, ope11 late. and ope11 
. \\·eekends. · 
• Fast Ser,ice • t., 1\\ Prices 
• Outstanding Qu 11it~ 
kinko•s· 
Great copies. Great people. 
51 Main Street 
Durham 
868~6322 








Bvr :r GU£ts ~ HA\'E 
A R nt'ON:(I au .. ,TV. Tb 
IIElJ>. ESPGOALLY A~ 
"THIS" eu,11 .FIASco. 1: c...t. 
~ST" ttAV( T"O 'PvT TMEIWI ,-
«.tM£1tE 'r 
CNJ,. . OfFICE , 
r . , '\: o,: flt£ 
( PR£SIOENf 
•• 
AND NOW' WE JOIN BARRY BARR.'{ YOJMU'St' l>E.FfNt)Tttf. . , , 
At "THf. PALACE. CYF 1Hf. PLANET 62o~MAri' ~~ 
1HJ6H IM'7ER\P\L ONt" , ,, ~o-t>c. MAL1c., Ov~ St'ACE. 
SOPREME. GALAC.T\C RUt..E~ ✓'\\ 1 .. fTi) c~MlTES-l>oMT , 
iBARR'(-'fou . r )Fo~6E-rYooiZO~t'f.QS 
by Dean Elder 1-lA\/ f: A · · t) I ISAR£.Y. ~ 
.,· f _ f•IJSS1orJ... ,'<'~ NO . .._'fj'f/ 
,~'\,
1 
t{\ \,C1,((i 1\ \\ (ltL' .• -/~ ~ - ... 





MM'r CJf.. . 1 
SUNLIGHT FLOODS TBE BOOM. 
THREE ABE DROWNED. 
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·"BOW I ■ADE 818,000 
· · FOR COLLEGE ·. · . . 
BY WORKING WEEKENDS.": 
When my_ friends and I graduated 
_ from high school, we all took part-time 
- jobs to pay for college. -
, They ended up in car washes and 
hainburger joints, putting in long hours 
for little pay. · · · _ 
. Not me. My job takes just one · 
weekend a month and two weeks a year. 
Yet,· I'm earning $18,000 for college~ · 
- Because I joined my locil Army 
· National Guard.- · 
- They're the people who help our · 
.state during emergencies like hurri- -- · 
canes and floods. They're also an . 
important part of our country's military 
defense. . . 
So, sipce I'm he_lping them do such 
an important job, they're helping me_ 
make it through school. 
As ·soon as I finished Advanced 
Training, the Guard gave me a cash 
bonus of $2,000 .. Then, under the New . 
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for -
tuition and books. · 
·. Not to mention my monthly Army 
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to -
more than $11,000 over the six years 
I'm in the Guard. . __ 
· And if I take out a college loan, the 
·Guard will help me pay it back-up to 
$1,500 a year, plus interest. · · 
It all adds up to $18,000-ot more -
-for college for just a little of my time.· 
And that's-a heck of a better deal than ·_ 
any car wash will give you. _ 
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT 
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, ?"fOO. 
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER --
· FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE 
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS 
COUPON. -
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands 
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local 
.phone directory. · 
• re 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense. 
All rights reserved. · · · 
r--------------------, I MAIL TO: Anny National Guard-;_P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015 
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[ ~alp Wanted 7[ if I 
Work study help needed . The Glacier 
·Research Group is looking for students 
to assist in all aspects of research in the 
New Science Building. No experience 
needed, good,pay, f lexible hours. Contact 
Dr. M.J. Spencer, Rm 343, ph. 3145 Ol M. 
Twickler, Rm. 341, ph, 2463 
Females 18-34 years, needed for exercise 
training study. If you are presently un-
trained (un-fit), want to earn a P.E. sredit 
and ready to get in shape, please call: 862-
1834 days or 7 49-6376 nights. 
' Homeworkers wanted! Top Pay! C.I., 121 . 
24th Ave, N.W. Suite 222, Norman, OK 
73069 
Workstudy worker needed to help in all 
aspects of research of snow and ice 
samples in the new Science• building. 
Contact Dr. N.J. Spencer, Room 343, ext. 
3145 or M. Tweckler, Room 341, ext. 2463 
Part-time filers needed. $4 an hour. Make 
your own hours between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. 
Contact Pauline at 868-5558. Craig Supply 
Co. Inc., 99 Madbury Rd., Durham. 
· Help Wanted Sept. 30 and Oct. 1 putting 
up temporary stabling for horses coming 
. to UNH Fall Horse Trials. Day and evening 
hours. $5· hour, need 4-5 strong people. 
If interested call Sue B. at 862-1171 
Typing of all kinds. $1 .25 per double spaced 
·page.Pick up/delivery if required. Please 
call 7 42-2629 
'76 Saab 99 GL. Manual transmission. 
Needs work. Runs .. 120 K miles. $750 / 
B.O. Call Lisa 868-5331. 
Tickets- Pink Floyd,- Lyn a rd . Skynard, 
Aerosmith, U2, Fleetwood Mac, R.E.M., 
· Patriots. Call 436-4140 in Portsmouth. Visa, 
Master card, American Express accepted. 
Red -1983-Chevette. Good condition. Tape 
. deck: Recent repairs and oil change. Asking 
$1500.00,. Price negotiable. Call Pack 
.. Knowles 436-1060. · -
1979 Volkswagen Rabbit- $450.00 Call 
: -, Cindy 862-1384 days, (207) 457 -1494 after' 
·, 6p.m. 
Windsurfer For Sale. Great condition. Less 
than a year old. $500 or best offer. (Car 
rack included). Call Kathy at 868-6072. 
1978 Ford Fairmont. Good History and 
Performance. Two new tires, A/C, AM/FM, 
$850. 7 49-3412 evenings/ weekends. 
1979 Volkswagen Rabbit, $450.CJ0 Call 
Cindy 862-1384 days, 207 -45-1494 after 
' 6 p.m. 
Big 18 inch Black and White T.V. set $25.00. 
Huge deco-mirror (about 40" by 30") great 
for a small room $50.00. Record player 
and reciever - take both for $15.00. Call 
7 49-6221 for details. 
. THE FAR SIDE 
@1987 Universal Press Syndicate 
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'79 Subaru .. New tires, new brakes, no rust, 
good condition. Needs little work (estimated 
at $500). Cal l Traci 431-1098- nights. 
197 4 E100 Ford Van. Standard shaft-
88,000 plus miles, body good, new battery 
and exhaust sustem. $750. Call 868-6330. 
Original owner. 
1 _981 Chevy btation automatic. 76,000 
miles. Good condition. Needs,no work. Best· 
otter- call 868-2921. 
1985 Yamaha RZ-350. Amazing motor-
cycle. Two-stroke, water-cooled street 
screamer. Cafe racer performance at 
affordable price. Only 750 _miles. Stored 
last two seasons. Mint condition. Finances 
force sale. $16~9. 742-9305. 
'79 Subaru. New tires, new brakes, no rust, 
· good condition. Needs little work (estimated 
at $500). Call Traci 431-1098- nights. 
1978 Ford Grenada two-door. AM/FM 
Cassette, A/C, just inspected. In good 
condition. Must sell- $800.00 or B/O. Call 
Andrea 868-3534. 
U2 Tickets For Sale; Madison Square 
Garden Sept.29. Contact Pam. Room 306 
Congreve or call 862-4150. 
Ticket_s- Pink Floyd, Lynard Skynard, 
Aerosmith, U2, Fleetwood Mac, R.E.M., 
Patriots. Call 436-4140 io Portsmouth. Visa, 
Master card, American Express accepted. 
'7 4 BMW 2002. Excellent r!Jnning condition; 
weberized. Needs minor body work. $2,002. 
Call 868-6500. 
1978 Ford Grenada two-door. AM/FM 
Ca~sette, A/C, just inspected. In good 
condition. Must sell- $800.00 or B/O. Call 
Andrea 868-3534. 
1981 Chevy Citation automatic. 76,000 
miles. Good condition. Needs no work. Best 
offer- call 868-2921. 
1985 Yamaha RZ-350 . Amazing motor-
cycle.Two-stroke, water~cooled street 
· screamer. Cafe racer performance at 
affordable price. Only 750 miles. Stored 
· · last two seasons. Mint condition. Finances 
· force sale. $1699. 7 42-9305. 
'79 Subaru. New tires, new brakes, no rust, 
good condition~ Needs· little work ( estimated 
at $500). Call Traci 43·1-1098- nights 
1978 Ford Grenada two-door. AM/FM 
Cassette, A/C, just inspected. In good 
condition. Must sell- $800.00 or B/O. Call 
Andrea 868-3534. 
U2 Tickets For Sale; Madison Square 
Garden Sept.29. Contact Pam. Room 306 
Congreve or call 862-4150. 
'7 4 BMW 2002. Excellent running condition; 
weberized. Needs minor body work. $2,002. 
Call 868-6500. 
'78' Corolla, runs well, needs oody work, 
has radio/tape, original owner- $300. Call 
(207) 439-3086. 
1985 Yamaha RZ-350. Amazing motor-
cycle . Two-stroke, water-cooled street 
screamer: Cafe racer performance at 
affordable price. Only 750 miles. Stored 
last two seasons. Mint condition. Finances 
force sale. $1699. 7 42-9305. · 
By GARY LARSON 
1978 Ford Grenada two-door. AM/FM 
Cassette, A/C, just ins.pected . In good 
condition. Must sell- $800.00 or B/O. Call 
-Andrea 868-3534. 
SERVICES 
Bartending course- Learn a vafuable skill 
for fun or profit. Prepare for a good· paying 
part-time or vacation job. Get hands on 
professional training behind 'an actual bar, · 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way . Certificate awarded. School is 
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route. 
Vis itors welcome. Evening classes. Call • 
or write for Free Brochure. Master Bar-
t(:!nder School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, 
N.H. Tel. 659-3718 
Explore Music i.n My home-. study voice, 
piano, violin, recorder,. lute, theory or 
renaissance music private ly and in en- . 
sembl_e. All ages welcome. Call P. Ensor 
in Durham at 659-2721 
CRUISE SHIPS, Now Hiring M/F, s'ummer 
and career opportunities (will train). Ex-
cellent pay -plus wor ld travel. Hawaii, 
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. Call now 206-
736-0775 ext. C432 
Guitar lessons- study with a G.I.T. grad. 
Improvisation concepts, technique, ear 
training, chords, harmony and tlieory. All 
styles. Call 749-4780 · ' 
___ Pe_rso_na_ls ----11 [ .. I 
To Kevin, Andy, Ha-nnes,st0Ve-, J.B. and 
Karen- "Let's make ·a rule- can I play 
now?"- "I'm so buzzed, and I can't deal!" 
I_ love you guys! Love- Lightweight (the girl 
who can't drink!). 
John- Mrs. Wermer loves you! ,$inallness** 
Pam and Andie: Thanks for the boost on 
my 2 year celebration!!-Car 
Small forest-dwelling creatures!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Ghost and Goblins don't come out until 
Halloween! But costume,~ §Ind supplies 
are av_ailable now at 'fhe Little Stiop of 
Horror. So come see the toga, flapper, 
fabulous freddie Krugar and many more . 
Or bring in your own idea' and let us make 
you into what you want to be. See us at 
18 Van Veen Dr., East Lebabon Me. 207-
457-1209 
The NHOC will be holding the first Baha-
ma's Blast '88 organizational· meeting. 
Come find out more about this year's spring 
break sailing trip in the Bahama's in .CTC 
lobby, MUB on Sept. 23 at 7 p.m. 
Learn Astrology- Learn about new age 
Astrology and your daily astroluck. Send 
self-addressed stamped envelope to P. 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New 
Smyrna Beach, Fla0 32069 
Sister of Alpha Chi Omega, Get psyched 
for entertainment weekend. Keep up the 
Great work, keep smiling. Love Marcy and 
Kendra · 
DSS #6 - I'm awful fond of you!!! 
You can help stop funding the CONTRA, 
March and Rally. March begins at 1 pm 
Saturday, Sept 26 Concord NH. For more 
info contac;;t CO.CA 862-1008 ' 
The NHOC will be holding the first Baha-
ma's Blast '88 organizational meeting. 
Come find out more about ti ,is year's spring 
break sailing trip in the Bahama's in CTC 
lobby, MUB on Sept. 23 ·at 7 p.m. 
MUSO Pres~nts .. . "A Room With A View"- . 
Thursday night 7&9:30pm in the Strafford 
room of the MUB. $1 students, $2 non-
students. · 
Happy 18th Birthday Flip, you wild toga 
man, and potential SAE brother! Love Your. 
Fans. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DENIS' Have a great 
day! Lc:ive, Marianne. 
Jeff and Pat from Lambda-land ... We miss 
you' We want your bodies for dinner- Pizzas 
and beers! Call us at 6145 ... soon! Lots of 
hugs, Kathy and Vanessa. 
· Georgia Satellites tickets on sale now in · 
the MUB ticket office. $7 students, $1 0 
non-students. 
To The Nightclub Weekend Warriors: We 
are still waiting to see those tomahawks 
of y_ours, _Leather a'r\d fe~thers, eh? Still 
impressing al l those young squaws with 
Stang and Flash? Strip darts anyone? 
To the shy guy that excited third floor 
Fairchild women last Tuesday eve. Phone 
sex was great, now how about the real 
thing? 
The NHOC will be holding the first Baha-
ma's Blast '88 organizational meeting. 
Come find out more about this year-'s spring 
break sailing trip in the Bahama's in CTC 
lobby, MUB on Sept. 23 at 7 p.m: 
Photoschool begins ,this week! Black and 
white classes start Tuesday, September 
22, an.d Thursday, September 24- 6:30-. 
9pm. Classes will run for six sess•ions- $40 
for students. For more info. call Kathy or 
Rob MWF 12-1 pm 862-1485. Room 148 
in the MUB. 
MUSO Presents ... "A Room With A View" -
Thursday night 7&9:30pm in the Strafford 
room of the MUB. $1 students, $2 non- . 
students. 
''No college or u"niversity is immune from 
party rape or acquaintan?e rape" 
Rubes® 
Georgia Satellites tickets on sale now in 
the MUB ticket office. $7 students, $1 o 
non-students. 
UNH FOR DUKAKIS: ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING, HILLSBOROUGH ROOM, MUB 
TUES., SEPT. 22, 7:00 p.m. 
The NHOC will be holding the first Baha-
ma's _Blast '88 organizational meeting. 
Come find out more ab·out this year's spring 
breiak sailing trip in the Bahama's. in CTC 
·· lobby, MUB on Sept. 23 at 7 p.m. 
Dear Louises, Maine. Campfire. Old Mil-
waukee. Skinnydipping. Canoe disasters. 
Dangle Dogs. Robinson. Sady. Lee. Me. 
Twenty 0 nine othei random people. Tater 
skins. Italian grandma. Shimmying. Fantasy 
Island. Cold-hands. That's ail. Again ... soon. 
Moistbungalow. 
Saturday Sept. 26, Dampen Muck galleries 
presents the "Louise" series and the 
"mophead" series. A modern .sculpture 
exhibit from two Local psy~hotic artists. 
We're Siamese twins and we share a 
kidney- Don't pressure h~r! (it was a lot 
funnier then - hah?). 
Kerrie H Really enjoyed the time we spent 
together .at Beta Friday night. Sorry I kept 
you up so I::ite, but I ju\3t didn't want you 
to leave. Hope to see you soon! · 
Michael- Just thought I'd tell you I love 
you. -Jen. 
To the late breakfast diner's Sunday at 
Young's. You guys are "the best." Let's 
do that often. Love, '.'The Wives." 
Trish, -Jen, ·and Kate- 'GIVE ME A BEAT!" 
and Trish (Helen), next time, save some 
151 for the others! P.S. If you're looking 
for your pillow, jf s in the bathroom! Love-
"Thanks for the ride LADY!" 
Sua! Hey Dude! ·Next time you go for the 
"world's longest crier" record, remember 
to have a few boxes of tissues ready. Love 
ya ("just a Iii' bit!") Lizard. 
By -Leigh Rubin 
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The men's tennis team defeated Bentley this past weekend for 
their first victory under coach Paul ,Berton. (M. Amunategui 
photo) 
'Cats win, 7-2 
The men's tennis team gained 
a 7-2 victory over the Bentley 
Falcons in a match yesterday .. 
The big boost for the Wildcats 
was winning all their singles 
matches. 'In the first singles 
match, Dennis Pope beat Ben-
) tley's Gregg Darsch 7-5, 6-4. 
Brian Brady, Joe Mansolillo, Jim 
Bag\ey, Stuart Burke and Glen 
Whelden all won in singles 
action. 
By the time doubles ma~ches 
roHed around, the 'Cats had 
· already won the match. That is 
fortunate. Pope and Brady were 
the only successful Wildcat 
doubles combination. The teams 
of Bagley and Burke and Man-
solillo and Whelden both lost 
in their doubles match. 
UNH's match a-gainst Mas-
sachusetts on Friday was rained 
out. The win over Bentley raises 
the team's record to 1-2. The 
next meet is Thursday at Ver-
mont. 




A Campus Problem 
Tuesday, October 6, ·19a7 
7p.m . 
. Strafford Room 
Memorial Union 
University of New Hampshire 
. Bernice R. Sandler ,s !he Director tor the ProJect on the Status and Education 
of Women. Assoc1at1on of American Colleges and co-author of ·Friends .. 
Raping Fflfmds: Could It Happen . To You? and Campus Gang Rape: 
Party Games? 
Program Funding made possible by the President's Office. 
Advertising made possible by 
Counseling & Testing 
Public_ Safety 
· Health Services 
Department of Social Work • 
Women's Studies 
Residential Life 
Golfers win Invitational 
Cold and windy weather isn't 
the best condition for playing 
golf, but the Bowdoin Invita-
tional was still held over the 
weekend. 
The UNH Wildcats braved 
the weather best out of the 
eleven competing teams, shoot-
ing a 636 combined score for 
36 holes. Bates College finished 
second, ten strokes behind with 
a 646. 
In medal play, the best four 
scores out of five count for a 
The 
., 
women s soccer 
team was in action 
against Rutgers and Car-
ne/1 over the weekend. 
Look for reports on 
thos-e matches and_ the 
one against Harvard to-
morrow in Friday's paper. 
team. The 'Cats were lead by 
freshman Kevin Dean, who shot 
a· 15 7 for 36 holes, tying him 
for second individually in the 
tournament. Bowdoin's Steve · 
Mitchell was the medalist, shoot-
ing a 15 5 for the host team 
which finished third with a total 
score of 651. 
UNH freshman Ace Eaton 
and sophomore Jeff LaCoille 
were tied for fourth overall with 
159 scores. Another freshman, 
Ontario's Pat Szturm shot a -
blazing 7 4 in the first round on 
Friday, but struggled .with an 
87 on Saturday giving him a 161 
overall. Wildcat senior captain 
BillJuc:ly got an 84 and an 83 for 
a 167 final score. 
Second round scores at the 
tournament tended to be a little 
. higher because the pin place-
ments were different and more 
difficult. 
. UNH has a ·home match at 
Portsmouth Country Club today 
against Bowdoin, Merrimack 
and St. Anslem's at noon. 
five :Actors From the London Stage 
present 
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW THIS EVENING 
S3:turday, September 26 
8p.m. 
The Johnson Theater 
left to right standing-Clifford Rose, Richard Simpson, Sam Dale 
sitting.Julia Watson, Vivien Heilbron 
I 
Excerpts from 




Man and Superman 
Tickets available at the MUB Ticket Office and at the door. 
· Prices: General, $12; Faculty/Staff, $10': Student,$8 
University of New Hampshire Arts Festival 
Hall · making waves 
By Paul Sweeney 
With two solid efforts in the 
UNH men's cross country . 
team's first, two races, Wildcat 
sophomore Randy Hall i$ giving 
indication that he rp.ay be a force 
- to deal with in the area. 
After finishing third in a race 
at Bates College last week, :ffall 
_ contended with some of the best 
com petition in New England 
over the weekend and crossed 
the line eighth with a time of ·< 
26-minutes, 22-46-seconds. 
The meet, held in Connecti-
cut, lined UNH -up against 
national cross ,country power-
houses Providence, Connecticut 
and Northeastern. Since Hall · 
was racing against runners who 
recieve scholarships to compete 
in cross country, his accomp-
lishment was quite a feat. 
"I was very pleased with my 
race considering the coin peti-
tion," Hall said. "Those were 
three of the top twenty tea.ms 
_in the nation. I guess when you 
run with the best you get better." 
Wildcat coach Jim Boulanger 
has seen a big improvent from 
Hall since last season. "We're 
very pleased with ' how he's 
worked his way up," Boulanger 
said. "He's still physically young, 
but the biggest thing is his desire 
to race." 
Hall said that a lot of hard 
work has made him a bet(er 
runner. '_'Last year, · I wasn't 
strong enough," he said. Over 
the summer, he worked for 15 
weeks on his mileage base and 
it has paid off. 
Another reason Hall is im-
proving steadily is the way 
· Boulanger co.iches him and the 
rest of the cross country team. 
"He looks beyo_nd right now and . 
i:iurses _ you," Hall said. "He 
makes sure you don't burn out. :: 
That's why most of, the guys he 
coaches get better as they get 
older." · 
Boulanger said Hall is very 
coachable and is becoming con-
sistent in training and learning . 
to grow as a runner. "He gives 
himself the opportunity to let 
somebody directly train him," 
Boulanger said. "He lets himself 
keep doing what he 'is being told 
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to do. A distance runner can be 
made to be .good." , 
· The process seems to be 
working. "He's running well 
and we have to keep him going," 
Boulanger said. '-'He's much ' 
improved and we hope he can 
keep it this well all year. He's 
going to get better." 
As.for the rest'of the Wildcat 
· team, their showing at Connec-
ticut wasn't as bad as their 
fourth our-of four teams finish 
shows. · Dari Be~uley and Peter 
Hammer finished the race well 
under 28 minute~ for UNH. · 
Providence's Ke-iron Tumblefon 
won the race with a 25:42.39 
time. , 
Providence, with r:unners 
taking the first three slots, won 
the meet with 25 points. Nor-
theastern was second with 52 
points while Cohnectirnt was 
third with 56 points. UNH was 
last with 97 total points. 
The Wildcats have a few 
weeks off and their next meet 
is at home with Central· Con-
necticut and Tufts on October 
2. 
The men's crt>ss country team had an i.:0.pressive showing. ---FOOTBALL 
(continued from_ page 28) 
Winston, for a 25-yard score. 
On to the second overtime 
period. · 
This time, the kickers traded 
blows. Green made good on a 
3 7-yarder, only to see Facey boot. 
-,a 33-yarder. 
By this time,' a bowl of soup 
and a nap would have been 
· welcomed by all. 
· Ford again took control of the 
game,. tunning tht;ee times to 
set up the 14-yard Je~n-Braune 
scoring strike. 
BU galla_ntly attempted to 
send the game ro a fourth OT, -
but Farrell prevented that. "We 
had been stunting the whole 
OT," said the junior. "Before 
that play, we decided tci double 
back into a 2-man secondary." 
he · said. «I want to prove that 
_ I'm right." ... Farrell received 
honorable mention Yankee Con-
ference Defensive Player of the 
Week, while Curtis Qlds re-
ceived the same honor on of-
fense .. .Ironically, Richmond and 
UMass played in a 4-OT game 
Saturday, with Richmond pul-
ling it out, 52-51...Maine and 
first-year coach Tim Murphy 
. are off to a quick 3-0 start, 2-
0 in: the conference ... Richmond 
tailback Erwin Matthews ran 
for four touchdowns 'in regu-
lation and two in overtime, 
while gaining 160 yards. He was 
named Co-Offensive Player of 
the Week (with Maine QB Mike 
Buck) and will appear in this 
week's issue of Sports. Illustrat-
ed's Faces In The Crowd seed-
The Wildcat defense held the Terriers in check. (file photo) 
"Basically what we did was 
outsmart them," said_Bowes. 
"The defensive coach, Ed Pink-
ham, made a great call." 
WILDCAT NOTES: Bowes was 
- incensed with a number of 
officiating decisions. "On that 
Jones interference play, I think 
and still do th.at it is a 10.:yard 
penalty/' said the coach. "The 
official called it a spot foul." 
Bowes cannot rest. 'Tm bring-
ing it up to the heao of officials," 
. on ... Facey put his 73rd point 
after through the uprights, a 
new UNH record ... Olds' current 
mark of 1,459 yards receiving 
is also a new mark ... The Wild-
cats host the· Big Green of 
Dartmouth this weekend. Who 
can, forget the 66-12 drubbing . Women's XC serves notice 
By Paul Sweeney 
Women_'s cross cotJ,ntry 
coaches around New England 
are quickly getting the news that 
George Liset's UNH team is _on 
the uprise. Another decent \ 
performance at the Dartmouth \ 
Invitational this past weekend 
was proof that the Wildcats are · 
on a path that may bring.them 
big success in the area. . -
. UNH finished fourth in the 
me~t with 79 points, a huge 
improvement over it's score of 
104 in the same meet last 
season. "We were in the hunt 
and suprised a few people," Liset· 
said. "Most of our veterans who 
returned to the meet ran a faster 
time compared to their time last 
year. Those who didn't ·run a 
faster time placed higher .in the 
race thi;; year." 
Dartmouth won the meet 
with 50 points and both Ver-
mont (5.7) and·Boston Univer-
sity (62) finished with better 
scores than the Wildcats. Yet 
it was these teams that walked 
away impressed with the per~ 
formance of the upstart 'Cats. -
"The other coaches were a 
little amazed, almost afraid," 
Liset said. "Most of t'hose tea!TI.s 
have been working hard on their doing, but all of a sudden the 
speedwork for about two weeks. team is realizing themselves and 
The ~cary part is· that we're still gaining .confidence in their 
building on our base and have ability." _ 
only had two hard workouts and Liset believes patience is a 
we still did as well. as we did. k.ey towards the improvement 
The other coaches were taken of the team. "We'll be there in 
back by that." the end bf the season," Liset 
· Last, year at Dartmouth, the said. "Some teams train so hard' 
Wildcats had only one finisher . for dual meets that_ they are 
in the top twenty. This season, burned out for the champion-
five women placed in the top · ships. We need to have patience 
twenty: Nancy Boulanger led and stay healthy." 
the pack, crossing the line · Looking into the fu_ture, most 
twelfth overall with a time of of the UNH runners are return-
18:22 over the 3.1 mile course. · ing for next year. Liset thinks 
She -was followed by Cindie, this is when his Wildcats' pa-
DiFrancesco (14th), Dawn En- tience-will pay off, making them 
terlain (16th), Jennifer Flad one of the teams to beat in New 
(18th) and Tammy Toselli England. 
(19th)._ In the me~ntime, the 'Cats 
"We had great grouping," have this coming weekend off , 
Liset sa,id. "Our top runners are before travelling to Rutgers on 
all within a minute of each other October 3. "It's good to have 
right now and running together time off because we can start 
as a group is the key." 2 weeks of good, hard work," 
Liset said the team is making Liset said. 'Tm expecting us to 
strides toward his goal of being really · do well at Rutgers. · That · 
one of the top teams in New meet will be a good indication 
England. "Every week, we of where we are because ·good 
realize how good we can be," quality runners from all over 
he said. "It's one thing for me New England will be there." 
' to tell the team how well they'r,e 
· UNH handed them last season-
? ... Game time is at 1 :00 in 
. Cowell Stadium. 
}rhe men's soccer team is off to its best start ever. They beat 
Providence over _the weekend, 3-1. (Bill Barnes file photo) 
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Wildcats take thriller from Terriers, 27-20 
. By Rick Kampersal . 
That.the 2,468 brave souls 
'. who attended the rainy BU-
UNH game Saturday in Boston-
· didn't have neck sprains was a 
I miracle. Some may have thought 
they had just witnessed a 
McEnroe-Lendl · classic. 
Instead, it was just 'one of 
those never leave the edge of 
your seat-type games as the 
Wildcats emerged the weary -
victor. It wasn't until strong 
safety BHI Farrell .intercepted 
a Pat Mancini pass sometime 
after 9:30 pm that the gam,e 
ended. · 
Both teams needed to win this 
one. "This was an important 
one," said UNH coach Bill 
Bowes. "I feel we had to wiri it · 
Q~arterback Bobby Jean (17) .led his Wildcats past a stingy Boston University team Saturday 
in 3 OT's, 2,7-20. Jean completed 21 of 38 passes in the win. UNH hosts .the Big Green of 
Dartmouth this Saturday. (file photo) 
Soccermen handle Friars, 
Best start in· UNH hiStorY 
By Scott Bemiss took a pass from Brennan at 
And the beat goes on for the 14:54. Sophomor.e forward 
Wildcat men's soccer team. Mark Goodman put the icing 
They have jumped out to their on the ca~e with a beautifully 
finest start in history (3-0-1) hooked shot into ·the left-hand 
with a victory over Providence corner. Senior tri-captain and 
College in Durham last Satur- ni.idfielder Bruce Pratt assisted 
day. . . on the goal with 6:39 left in the 
Under dismal skies; the Wild-. · game. 
cats out-hustled the Friars in Both goalies played well and 
a very tight, physical ballgame. each was saved by the post at 
No team played exceptionally least once. UNH's Eric Stinson 
well and at times it was quite had six saves and let in one goal 
sloppy. · while Providence's Kevin Wil-
But UNH, ranked tenth in the Iiams was credited with seven 
nation as of last week, stuck with saves and allowed three goals. 
the strategy that has gotten Stinson now has 25 saves on 
them this far, to beat their theyearwitha0.98goalsagainst 
opponent to the ball. average. Bergholtz is the leading 
. "Providence controlled the scorer with three while Brennan 
tempo of the game. They even is ahead in total points with 
controlled the ball more than eight. 
we did," said sophomo.r..e..mid- "There were no standouts," 
,fielder Scott Brennan. "We said Brennan. "I guess you could 
hustled and hustled and prob- call it luck since we didn't get 
ably got a little lucky." any breab last year. We're 
Even if it was Providence who ' hustling more and we're 
came out strong, it was UNH · healthy." 
who lit up the scoreboard first. "I~ was ·a physical game as it 
Junior midfielder S~awn Day always is with them," said head. 
connected on an unassisted goal coach Ted Garber. '!They had 
with 26:24 left in the first half. _ some good scoring chances and 
The rest of the half was quiet they hit the post and Stinson 
in the scoring department, but made a great stop. We stood· 
the physical play continued. around for most of the game, 
Providence seemed in .control but made the most of our 
again at the beginning of the . opportunities and scored some 
second half and proved it with · nice goals." 
a nifty goal by John Martin from "Brennan had some big plays 
Jim Lothers at 8:38. But that and Goodman scored a crucial 
would be all. The breaks seemed goal ori a beautiful shot," con-
to keep comipg UNH's way. tinued Garber. "We didn't play 
Craig Streng, the freshman, h~d 
an exceptio,nal game at halfback 
as well." 
On Saturday, UNH was with-
out the services of their junior 
forward Jim Druding'. Druding 
had to . attend a wedding. The 
Wildcats will need a full, healthy 
squad this Wednesday when 
they take on Keene State. They 
are undefeated this year. 
to stay in the conference race 
and also for a confidence 
builder.?' 
Prior to Farrell's heroics, 
junior QB Bob Jean (21.of 38, 
213·yards) connected with re-
ceiver Chris Braune for a 14-
yard touchdown. 
1 
The game had begun with an 
interception by BU. On 2nd and 
6 from the BU 24, Jean was 
victimized by a Mark Seals 
pickoff. · 
UNH's next possession also , 
resulted in a turnover, this one 
a blocked punt. "It was 'a bad 
snap,,. admitted ~owes. "The 
weather might have had some-
thing to do with it but the fact 
is that he didn't get it off in time. 
Somebody Uf> front misseq a 
b-lock." · 
Terrier ken n y C 1 i ff o,r d 
scooped up the errant ball and 
ran 28 yards for the first score 
of the game. , 
Penalties atid turnovers al-
most spelled UNH's demise. In 
all,. the zebras called 10 viola-
tions totalling 90 yards. "I think 
it was one of the worst-ever 
officiated games," said Bowes. 
"There was an interkrence call 
(on Ryan Jones early) that I 
didn't think was an interference 
at all. It wasn't intentional · 
contact." 
Penalties also halted a couple 
of promising drives. "We were 
down in 4th down territory and 
we self-destructed," said Bowes. 
"We hurt nobody but ourselves." 
There would be no more 
scoring in the half as b9th teams 
ended up using their running 
games. 
Wildcat Norm ford iy:arried 
the ball 17 times for 70 yards 
enroute to a '34-cari.-y, 159-yard 
effort. It was Ford's' sixth career 
over-100 game. 
BU coach Steve Stetson used 
his two great tailbacks, Vince 
Jackson and Randy Pettus, for 
a little ball-control offense. 
Pettus ran 15 times for 72 yards 
before being injured in th~ 
second half. 
· UNH _got on the scoreboard 
in the third quarter as Eric Facey 
boot~d a 23-yard field goal after 
a UNH fumble recov<;ry. 
From here, the two team's 
secondaries took over. UNH's 
contingent of Farrell, Ryan 
Jones, Tim Byrne, and Garry 
Jordan continually _snuffed out 
BU's fire. 
As proof) Terrie~ quarterback 
Pat Mancini completed only 8 
of 30 passes all evening. 
BU's group of Mark Seals and 
Co. kept Bobby Jean conserva-
tive for a long stretch of time. 
·At the ' 6:39 mark, Jean con-
nected with Curtis Olds (13 
catches, 142- yards) only to see 
Seals "steal" the ball from Olds. 
It would have made Johnny . 
Most erupt in a ho.arse frenzy, . 
but as far as the UNH brass is · 
concerned, it was just another 
bad call. · 
"Curtis-came over to me after 
the play and said, 'Coach, I was . 
down. I just let go ·okthe ball,"' 
said Bowes. "Looking at it on 
film? there is rio question in my 
mind that he was,a]ready down." 
BU kicker Dab Green (6' 6'\ 
250 _lbs, no misprint) was wide 
on a 48-yard field goal attempt 
as the UNH defense dug in and 
held the Terriers. "Our defense 
did an outstanding job all day," 
said Bowes. "We only gave them 
222 yards of total offense, which 
isri't bad for a team with Jackson, 
Pettus, and Mancini." 
The Wildcats waited until the 
fourth quarter to take the lead. 
Mike Ryan, a junior .tailback, 
carried the ball seven times 
while chewing up 4:31. Fitting-
ly, Ryan bulled his way into the 
end zone for a 10-7 UNH leadl 
Enter Yince Jackson. The 
Terriers came r,ight back a_s 
Jackson can:ied eight times in 
twelve plays. Green kicked a 20-
yarder, creating. a 10-10 tie. 
Facey attempt~d a '10-yarder 
· at the :05 second mark, but was 
short. · 
There is no time limit in 
Yankee Conference overtime 
. periods. Each team has one 
chance to score from the other's 
25-yard line. The overtime ·goes 
on until someone scores. 
In Saturday's first extra pe-
riod, Ford rushed four times for, 
yup, 25· yards, scoring the go-
ahead TD from 12 yards out. 
But Mancini bounced back, 
hitting speedy flanker Tony 
FOOTBALL, pa_ge 27 
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